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ABSTRACT
Type-and-effect systems are a powerful tool for program construction and verification. Type-and-
effect systems are useful because it help reduce bugs in computer programs, enable compiler optimiza-
tions and provide program documentation. As software systems increasingly embrace dynamic features
and complex modes of compilation, static effect systems have to reconcile over competing goals such
as precision, soundness, modularity, and programmer productivity. In this thesis, we propose the idea
of combining static and dynamic analysis for effect systems to improve precision and flexibility.
We describe intensional effect polymorphism, a new foundation for effect systems that integrates
static and dynamic effect checking. Our system allows the effect of polymorphic code to be intension-
ally inspected. It supports a highly precise notion of effect polymorphism through a lightweight notion
of dynamic typing. When coupled with parametric polymorphism, the powerful system utilizes runtime
information to enable precise effect reasoning, while at the same time retains strong type safety guaran-
tees. The technical innovations of our design include a relational notion of effect checking, the use of
bounded existential types to capture the subtle interactions between static typing and dynamic typing,
and a differential alignment strategy to achieve efficiency in dynamic typing.
We introduce the idea of first-class effects, where the computational effect of an expression can be
programmatically reflected, passed around as values, and analyzed at run time. A broad range of de-
signs “hard-coded" in existing effect-guided analyses can be supported through intuitive programming
abstractions. The core technical development is a type system with a couple of features. Our type sys-
tem provides static guarantees to application-specific effect management properties through refinement
types, promoting “correct-by-design" effect-guided programming. Also, our type system computes not
only the over-approximation of effects, but also their under-approximation. The duality unifies the
common theme of permission vs. obligation in effect reasoning.
Finally, we show the potential benefit of intensional effects by applying it to an event-driven system
to obtain safe concurrency. The technical innovations of our system include a novel effect system to
xii
soundly approximate the dynamism introduced by runtime handlers registration, a static analysis to pre-
compute the effects and a dynamic analysis that uses the precomputed effects to improve concurrency.
Our design simplifies modular concurrency reasoning and avoids concurrency hazards.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Type-and-effect systems — effect systems, for short — have broad applications [2, 12, 65, 77].
They were originally developed to reason about safe concurrency [72, 113], but have also been shown
to help programmers in analyzing locking disciplines [2], dynamic updating mechanisms [77], checked
exceptions [12, 65] and detecting race conditions [19].
In a type-and-effect system, the type information of expression e encodes and approximates the
computational effects σ of e. These effects describe how the state of a program will be modified by
expressions in the language; for example, a field expression may have a read or write effect to represent
reading from or writing into memory [72, 113].
1.1 Static Approach for Type Reasoning
Traditionally, type-and-effect systems are an augmentation of the static type systems [73] and can
be viewed as behavioural type systems. Here the type system describes what is computed, while the
effect system describes how the values are computed. Improving the expressiveness and precision of
type-and-effect systems through static approaches is a thoroughly explored topic. Examples of well-
known hurdles along the path include recursion, flow ordering, branching, higher-order functions in
functional languages, and dynamic dispatch in OO languages. Established type system ideas can help
express refined effect abstractions, through, for example, polymorphic types [75], flow-sensitive types
[49], typestates [109] and conditional types [5]. In the context of program analysis, classic techniques
can improve the precision of effect reasoning, through polymorphic type inference, polymorphic re-
cursion [58], nCFA [105], CPA [4], context-sensitive [118], flow-sensitive [26], and path-sensitive [36]
analyses, to name a few. Purely static type-and-effect systems are a worthy direction, but looking for-
ward, we believe they are unlikely to sustain future programming practices, for a number of reasons.
2First, traditional limitations of static type systems are often amplified in the context of effect reason-
ing. As an example, consider recursion: monomorphic treatment of recursive calls is often considered
“good enough" in real-world practices of polymorphic type inference, evidenced by early versions of
most functional languages. The same simplification for effect reasoning, however, would imply that all
recursive calls yield monomorphic effects, a much more unrealistic assumption. Second, emerging soft-
ware systems increasingly rely on dynamic language features that defy static reasoning. Reflections and
native code interactions routinely appear in Java applications. Scripting languages, such as JavaScript
[27, 28, 29], with flexible meta-programming are on the rise. In the big data era, data and code are
often mingled, and the non-determinism introduced by I/O cannot be ignored. Static approaches can be
helpful in some of these scenarios (e.g., [25, 114]), but there remains a significant gap between these
piecemeal solutions and a practical effect reasoning system that can work with all emerging dynamic
features. Third, in an open programming world with third-party libraries, multi-party collaborations,
and complex modes of compilation and linking, static effect type systems either require unrealistically
verbose type declarations, or require global program analysis, a nemesis for modularity [89, 91].
Purely static effect systems are a worthy direction, but looking forward, we believe that a com-
plementary foundation is also warranted, where the default is a system that can fully account for and
exploit runtime information, aided by static approaches for optimization.
1.2 This Thesis
In this thesis, we develop intensional effect polymorphism, a system that integrates static and dy-
namic effect reasoning. The system relies on dynamic typing to compensate for the conservativeness
of traditional static approaches and account for emerging dynamic features, while at the same time
harvesting the power of static typing to vouch-safe for programs whose type safety is fundamentally
dependent on runtime decision making.
We extend the system by describing a novel type-and-effect system where effects of program ex-
pressions are available as first-class values to programmers. The resulting calculus has the ability of
querying the effect of any program expression, passing it across the modular boundary, storing it in
mutable references, and inspecting its structure at runtime to perform expressive analyses. Now, effect-
3guided decisions can be made as part of the program itself. The direct benefit of our system is its ex-
pressiveness in effect-guided programming. As we shall see, a variety of meta-level designs currently
“hidden” behind the compiler and language runtime are now in the hands of programmers.
We showcase the usefulness of our system by applying intensional effect analysis to an event-driven
system and show the concurrency benefits obtained by using our system.
1.3 Outline
In the next chapter, we discuss works related to type-and-effect systems. In chapter 3, we detail the
theory behind intensional effect polymorphism. In chapter 4, we extend the idea and introduce first-class
effects, which treats effects as first class values in the language. In chapter 5, we evaluate intensional
effects and provide a case study on an event-driven system to obtain safe implicit concurrency. In
chapter 6, we summarize the contributions of the thesis. In chapter 7, we describe our ongoing works
and venues for future work.
4CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we discuss works related to intensional effects polymorphism. First we discuss
purely static effect systems. Then we discuss other effect systems that rely on dynamic effect inspection.
Then we discuss other works on hybridizing static and dynamic analyses. We also discuss related
approaches utilizing purely dynamic effects analyses.
2.1 Static Effect Systems
Traditionally, effects consider memory reads, assignments and allocations, but can also encode other
events such as exceptions [12, 65] and function calls [5].
Talpin and Jouvelot [113] apply a static polymorphic type-and-effect system to a language that
supports imperative operations on reference values to reason about concurrency safety. Effects are
generated for expressions accessing the memory values. The canonical property, dynamic and static
semantics consistency, ensures that once a program written in their language type-checks, the program
will not have concurrency errors. Importantly, programs in their system are implicitly typed and the
system automatically infers the type-and-effect of the expressions. Because of the type reconstruction,
programmers are relieved of the burden of specifying type-and-effect annotations to the programs. The
effect reconstruction system infers effects conservatively (overapproximation); for example, if the ef-
fects of a method include memory write effects, the runtime execution of the method may or may not
write to the memory.
Lucassen [72] also provides a similar type-and-effect system to reason about safe concurrency. In
this system, polymorphic type-and-effect annotations can be added by programmers, which increase
the flexibility of the system. To improve the precision, the system infers effects that are not visible
outside of functions. Such effects can be ignored and safe concurrency can be improved. The system
5also guarantees that the effects computed by the static type system are a sound approximation of the
actual side-effects an expression will have.
Effect systems are shown to be valuable to reason about properties beyond safe concurrency. For
example, they help programmers analyze function calls [5], locking disciplines [2], dynamic updating
mechanisms [77], checked exceptions [12, 65], and detecting race conditions [19].
Marion and Millstein [73] observe that the application domains of different effect systems have a
lot in common. In the paper, they introduce a generic type-and-effect system in order to unify several
effect systems. The system allows programmers to parameterize the syntax of the effects to be tracked.
Also, the system lets programmers customize two functions, known as the privileges and capabilities.
These two functions together with the parameterized effects specify the effect discipline to be statically
checked. Finally, the system describes how standard type soundness could be ensured by requiring that
these two functions provide several monotonic properties.
Compared with these systems, our intensional effect system computes effects at runtime, which
increases the precision of effect systems. Our system relies on dynamic typing to compensate for the
conservativeness of these static effect systems and accounts for emerging dynamic features while at the
same time harvesting the power of static typing to vouchsafe for programs.
2.2 Dynamic Effect Inspection
Recently, several works propose to use effects dynamically. Most of these works use effect systems
to reason about safe concurrency.
Recent systems include TWEJava [59] and Legions [117]. In TWEJava, the core unit of work is
a task. Programmers write effect specifications to annotate the effects of the tasks. Each task stores
the potential effect of the task itself. TWEJava then implements a scheduler which takes into account
the effects of the tasks at runtime and coordinates the tasks such that no tasks that have conflicting
effects are executed concurrently. Properties of TWEJava include data race freedom and atomicity.
At runtime, tasks can suspend themselves, yield control to subtasks, and transfer their effects to their
subtasks to improve responsiveness. Legions provides similar features. In addition, it allows data to be
dynamically assigned regions, unlike traditional static region assignment. Legions allow programmers
6to provide hints to the scheduler to suggest whether tasks could be reordered, that is, run in a different
order than the order in which they were presented to the scheduler. This reordering can have great
performance benefits.
On the highest level, our system shares the philosophy with these systems hybridizing static and
dynamic effect checking. To the best of our knowledge, however, this is the first time that intensional
type analysis is applied to effect reasoning. This combination is powerful, because not only can effect
reasoning rely on run-time type information, but also parametric polymorphism is fully retained. We
showcase the benefits of generalizing the ideas to applications beyond safe concurrency, such as infor-
mation security. Such generalizations introduce a subtle interaction between static typing and dynamic
typing, which poses a unique challenge for maintaining type soundness.
2.3 Gradual Effect
Bañados et al. [10] developed a gradual effect (GE) type system based on gradual typing [106], by
extending Marino and Millstein [73] with ? (“unknown”) types. Later Toro and Tanter [116] provided
an implementation, which allows programmers to customize effect domains. These systems allow pro-
grammers to incrementally annotate the effects. That is, part of the program could be annotated with
effect discipline, which will be checked statically. The rest of the program will be unannotated and will
be checked and verified by the system at runtime. To check whether the effects respect the discipline,
the systems run the application program and monitor the runtime effects, also known as traces, and
check that the traces respect the discipline. On the other hand, our system lets programmers inspect
and query the effect via dynamic typing. In other words, we provide the effects to programmers before
running the program. As a gradual typing system, GE excels in scenarios such as prototyping. The
system is also unique in its insight by viewing ? type concretization as an abstract interpretation prob-
lem. Our work shares the high-level philosophy of GE — mixing static and dynamic typing for effect
reasoning — but the two systems are orthogonal in their approaches. For example, GE programs may
run into runtime type errors, whereas our programs do not. Foundationally, the power of intensional
effect polymorphism lies upon how parametric polymorphism and intensional type analysis interact —
a System F framework on the lambda cube — whereas frameworks based on gradual typing are not.
72.4 Dynamic Effect Analyses
We are unaware of other type-and-effect systems where the (pre-evaluation) effect of an expression
is treated as a first-class value. The more established route is to treat the post-evaluation effect (in our
terms, the trace) as a first-class value. In Leory and Pessaux [65], exceptions raised through program
execution are available to the programmers. This work has influenced many exception handling systems
such as Java, where Exception objects are also values. Bauer and Pretnar [11] extends the first-class
exception idea and allows the programmer to annotate an arbitrary expression as an effect, and upon the
evaluation of that expression, control is transferred to a matching catch-like handling expression as a
first-class value. Similar designs also exist in implicit invocation and aspect-oriented systems [8, 9, 87,
88, 93, 95, 96, 97, 111]. Although much of the work cited in this section uses similar terminology to
ours, in fact it is only indirectly related.
8CHAPTER 3. INTENSIONAL EFFECT POLYMORPHISM
Improving the expressiveness and precision of type-and-effect systems through static approaches
is a worthy direction, but looking forward, we believe these purely static approaches are unlikely to
sustain future programming practices. In this chapter, we describe intensional effect polymorphism, a
system that integrates static and dynamic effect reasoning.
The system relies on dynamic typing to compensate for the conservativeness of traditional static
approaches and account for emerging dynamic features, while at the same time harvesting the power
of static typing to vouchsafe for programs whose type safety is fundamentally dependent on runtime
decision making. Consider the following example:
EXAMPLE 3.0.1 (Conservativeness of Static Typing for Race-Free Parallelism) Imagine we would
like to design a type system to guarantee race freedom of parallel programs. Let expression e||e′ denote
running e and e′ in parallel, whose typing rule requires that e and e′ have disjoint effects. Further, let
r1 and r2 be disjoint regions. The following program is race free, even though a purely static effect
system is likely to reject it:
(λx.λy.(x := 1)||!y)
(if 1 > 0 then refr10 else refr20)
(if 0 > 1 then refr10 else refr20)
Observe that parametric polymorphism is not helpful here: x and y can certainly be typed as region-
polymorphic, but the program remains untypable. The root cause of this problem is that race freedom
only depends on the runtime behaviors of (x := 1)||!y, which only depends on what x and y are at
runtime.
Inspired by Harper and Morrisett [57], we propose an effect system where polymorphic code may
intensionally inspect effects at run time. Specifically, expression assuming e R e′ do e1 else e2
9inspects whether the runtime (effect) type of e and that of e′ satisfy binary relation R, and evaluates e1
if so, or e2 otherwise. Our core calculus leaves predicateR abstract, which under different instantiations
can support a family of concrete type-and-effect language systems. To illustrate the example of race
freedom, let us consider R being implemented as region disjointness relation #. The previous example
can be written in our calculus as follows.
EXAMPLE 3.0.2 (Intensional Effect Polymorphism for Race-Free Parallelism) The following pro-
gram type checks, with the static system and the dynamic system interacting in interesting ways. Static
typing can guarantee that the lambda abstraction in the first line is well-typed regardless of how it is
applied, good news for modularity. Dynamic typing provides precise typing for expression (x := 0)
and expression !y — exploiting the runtime type information of x and y — allowing for a more precise
disjointness check.
(λx.λy.assuming (x := 0)#!y do (x := 1)||!y)
(if 1 > 0 then refr10 else refr20)
(if 0 > 1 then refr10 else refr20)
Technical Innovations On the highest level, our system shares the philosophy with a number of
type system designs hybridizing static checking and dynamic checking (e.g., [47, 56, 106]), and some
in the contexts of effect reasoning [10, 59]. To the best of our knowledge however, this is the first
time intensional type analysis is applied to effect reasoning. This combination is powerful, because not
only effect reasoning can rely on run-time type information, but also parametric polymorphism is fully
retained. For example, observe that in the example above, the types for x and y are parametric, not just
“unknowns” or “dynamic”. Let us look at another example:
EXAMPLE 3.0.3 (Parametric Polymorphism Preservation) Here the parallel execution in the sec-
ond line is statically guaranteed to be type-safe in our system. Programs written with intensional effect
polymorphism do not have run-time type errors.
let s = λx.λy.assuming (x := 0)#!y do (x := 1)||!y in
(s refr10 refr20) || (s refr30 refr40)
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In addition, intensional effect polymorphism goes beyond a mechanical adaptation of Harper-
Morrisett, with several technical innovations we now summarize. The most remarkable difference is
that the intensionality of our type system is enabled through dynamic typing. At run time, the evalu-
ation of expression assuming e R e′ do e1 leads to the dynamic typing of e and e′. In contrast, the
classic intensional type analysis performs a typecase-like inspection on the runtime instantiation of
the polymorphic type. Our strategy is more general, in that it not only subsumes the former — indeed,
a type derivation conceptually constructed at runtime must have leaf nodes as instances of value typing
— but also allows (the effect of) arbitrary expressions to be inspected at run time. We believe this de-
sign is particularly relevant for effect reasoning, because it has less to do with the effect of polymorphic
variables, and more with where the polymorphic variables appear in the program at run time.
Second, we design the runtime type inspection through a relational check. In the assuming ex-
pression, the dynamically verified condition is whether R holds, instead of what the effect of e or e′
is. The relational design does not require programmers to explicitly provide an “effect specification/-
pattern” of the runtime type — a task potentially daunting as it may either involve enumerating region
names, or expressing conditional specifications such as “a region that some other expression does not
touch.” Many safety properties reasoned about by effect systems are relational in nature, such as thread
interference.
Third, the subtle interaction between static typing and dynamic typing poses a unique challenge
on type soundness in the presence of effect subsumption. We elaborate on this issue in §3.3.4. We
introduce a notion of bounded existential types to differentiate but relate the types assumed by the static
system and those by the dynamic system.
Finally, a full-fledged construction of type derivations at run time for dynamic typing would incur
significant overhead. We design a novel optimization to allow for efficient runtime effect computation,
eliminating the need for dynamic derivation construction, while producing the same result. The key
insight is we could align the static type derivation and the (would-be-constructed) dynamic type deriva-
tion, and compute the effects of the latter simply by substituting the difference of the two, a strategy we
call differential alignment. We will detail this design in §3.4.
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3.1 Motivating Examples
In this section, we demonstrate the applicability of λie in reasoning about safe parallelism, infor-
mation security, consistent UI access and program optimization. In each of these applications, the type
safety is fundamentally dependent on runtime decision making, that is, whether the relation R is satis-
fied. We instantiate the effect relation operator R with different concrete relations between effects of
expressions.
As in previous work [16, 53], we optionally extend standard Java-like syntax with region declara-
tions when the client language deems them necessary. In that case, a variable declaration may contain
both type and region annotations, e.g., JLabel j in ui declares a variable j in region ui. For client
languages where regions are not explicitly annotated, different abstract locations (such as different fields
of an object) are treated as separate regions.
3.1.1 Safe Parallelism
We demonstrate the application of λie in supporting safe parallelism, where safety in this context
refers to the conventional notion of thread non-interference (race freedom) [72]. Concretely, Figure 3.1
is a simplified example of “operation-agnostic” data parallelism, where the programmer’s intention is to
apply some statically unknown operation (encapsulated in an Op object) — here implemented through
reflection — to a data set, here simplified as a pair of data ft and sd. The programmer wishes to
“best effort” leverage parallelism to process ft and sd in parallel, without sacrificing thread non-
interference. The tricky problem of this notion of safety depends on what Op object is. For instance,
parallel processing of the pair with the Hash object is safe, but not when the operation at concern is the
prefix sum operator [15], encapsulated as Pref.
Static reasoning about the correctness of the parallel composition could be challenging in this ex-
ample, because the Op object remains unknown until applyTwice is invoked at runtime.
The assuming expression (line 5) helps the program retain strong type safety guarantees for parallel
composition (line 6), while utilizing the runtime information to enable precise reasoning. At runtime,
the assuming expression intensionally inspects the effects of the expressions ft = f. op(0) and sd =
f. op(5). If they satisfy the binary relation #, parallelism will be enabled. If f points to a Hash object,
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1 class Pair {
2 int ft = 1, sd = 2;
4 int applyTwice(Op f) {
5 assuming ft = f.op(0) # sd = f.op(5)
6 do ft = f.op(f.op(ft)) || sd = f.op(f.op(sd));
7 else ft = f.op(f.op(ft)) ; sd = f.op(f.op(sd));
8 }
9 }
11 Pair pr = new Pair();
12 Op o = (Op) newInstance(readFile("filePath"));
13 pr.applyTwice(o);
14 interface Op {int op(int i);}
16 class Pref implements Op {
17 int sum = 0;
18 // effect: write sum
19 int op(int i) { sum += i; }
20 }
22 class Hash implements Op {
23 // effect: pure, no effect
24 int op(int i) { hash(i); }
25 }
Figure 3.1 Example illustrating λie and its usage for safe parallelism.
1 class Page {
2 String searchBox = "";
3 String url = "wsj.com/search?";
4 String location = "";
6 String load_adv(ThirdParty adv) {
7 assuming url ♦ adv.show(this)
8 do exec url adv.show(this);
9 else "no advertisement";
10 }
12 int search(ThirdParty adv) {
13 load_adv(adv);
14 location = url + searchBox;
15 }
16 }
17 interface ThirdParty {String show(Page p);}
19 class Good implements ThirdParty {
20 String show(Page p) { "404"; }
21 }
23 class Evil implements ThirdParty {
24 String show(Page p) {
25 p.url = "evil.com";
26 }
27 }
29 ThirdParty adv =
30 (ThirdParty) newInstance(readFile("filePath"));
31 new Page().render(adv);
Figure 3.2 An application of λie in preventing security vulnerabilities.
the # relation will be true and the program enjoys safe concurrency (line 6). On the other hand, if f
points to a Pref object, the program will be run sequentially, desirable for race freedom safety.
3.1.2 Information Security
As another application of intensional effects, consider its usage in preventing security vulnerabili-
ties. Figure 3.2 presents an adapted (wsj.com) example of a real-world security vulnerabilities [28].
The page allows users to search information within the site. Once the search is called, the page will
redirect to a web page corresponding to the url and searchBox strings (the redirection is represented as
changing the location variable for simplicity). The page, when created, inserts a third party advertise-
ment, line 8.
The third party code can be malicious, e.g., it can modify the search url and redirects the search to
a malicious site, from which the whole system could be compromised, e.g., the Evil third party code.
Ensuring the key security properties becomes challenging with the dynamic features because the third
party code is only available at runtime, loaded using reflection. The expression exec e1 e2 (line 7)
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1 class UIThread {
2 JLabel global in ui = new JLabel();
3 void eventloop(Runnable closure) {
4 assuming global ∅ closure.run()
5 do spawn global closure.run();
6 else closure.run();
7 }
8 }
10 Runnable closure;
11 if (1 > 0) closure = new NonUI();
12 else closure = new UIAccess();
13 new UIThread().eventloop(closure);
14 region ui;
16 interface Runnable { String run(); }
18 class NonUI implements Runnable {
19 String run() { "does nothing"; }
20 }
22 class UIAccess implements Runnable {
23 JLabel j in ui = new JLabel();
24 String run() { j.val = "UI"; }
25 }
Figure 3.3 Example showing how UI effect discipline can be enforced by λie.
encodes a check-then-act programming pattern. It executes e2 only if it does not read nor write any
object accessible by e1 and otherwise it gets stuck. The exec expression does not execute e1.
With λie, users can intensionally inspect a third party code e whenever e is dynamically loaded.
The intensional inspection, accompanied with a relational policy check, ensures that e does not access
any sensitive data (the url ), specified using the relation ♦. It also ensures that the exec expression does
not get stuck.
3.1.3 Consistent Graphical User Interface (GUI) Access
We show how λie can be used to reason about the correctness of a GUI usage pattern, common
in Subclipse, JDK, Eclipse and JFace [51]. Typically, GUI has a single UI thread handling events in
the “event loop”. This UI thread often spawns separate background threads to handle time-consuming
operations. Many frameworks enforce a single-threaded GUI policy: only the UI thread can access
the GUI objects [51]. If this policy is violated, the whole application may abort or crash. Figure 3.3
shows a simplified example of a UI thread that pulls an event from the eventloop and handles it. In the
application, all UI elements reside in the ui region (declared on line 14), e.g., the field j on line 23.
The safety here refers to no UI access in any background thread. The tricky problem here is that the
events arrive at runtime with different event handlers. Some handlers may access UI objects while the
others do not. Therefore, the correctness of spawning a thread to handle a new event, depends heavily
on what objects the corresponding event handler has. For instances, the handler containing a NonUI
object can be executed in a background thread, while UIAccess should not. The expression spawn e1
e2, executes e2 in a background thread only if it does not allocate, read or write any object in the region
specified by e1, otherwise it gets stuck. The spawn expression does not execute e1.
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1 class Mem {
2 Integer input = new Integer();
4 int comp(Mutate m, Integer x) {
5 int cache = heavy(input);
6 assuming m.mutate(x) \ heavy(input)
7 do lookup m.mutate(x) (cache=heavy(input));
8 else m.mutate(x); heavy(input);
9 }
11 int heavy(Integer i) { /* ... */ }
12 }
13 class Integer { int i = 0; }
15 class Mutate {
16 int mutate(Integer input) {
17 input.i = 101;
18 }
19 }
21 Memo mm = new Mem();
22 Mutate mu = new Mutate();
23 if (1>0) mm.comp(mu, mm.input);
24 else mm.comp(mu, new Integer());
Figure 3.4 A proof-of-concept memoization technique.
The assuming expression, used by the UI thread, statically guarantees strong type safety for the
spawn expression, so it wont get stuck. It also utilizes precise runtime information to distinguish
handlers with no UI accesses from other handlers. If a handler satisfies the no UI access relation ∅, it
can be safely executed by a background thread. The relation ∅ is satisfied if the RHS expression does
not allocate, read/write any region denoted by the LHS expression.
3.1.4 Program Optimization – Memoization
We utilize λie to implement a proof-of-concept memoization technique in a sequential program.
Memoization is an optimization technique where the results of expensive function calls are cached and
these cached results are returned when the inputs and the environment of the function are the same.
Figure 3.4 presents a simplified application where repeated tasks, here the heavy method calls on
line 5 and 8, are performed. These two tasks are separated by a small computation mutate , forming a
compute-mutate pattern [22]. We leave the body of the method heavy intentionally unspecified, which
could represent a set of computationally expensive operations. It could, e.g., generate the power set ps
of a set of input elements and return the size of ps or do the Bogosort.
The second heavy task needs not be recomputed in full if the mutate invocation does not modify
the input nor the environment of heavy . If so, the cached result of the first call can be reused and the
repeated computation can be avoided. The expression lookup e1 (e2 = e3) executes the expressions
e1 and e2 as a sequence expression e1; e2 only if e1 does not write to objects in the regions read by e3.
Otherwise it gets stuck.
Ensuring that the lookup expression does not get stuck is challenging. This is because the validity
of cache depends on the runtime value of both the mutation m and its input x . For example, if the
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parameter x is a new object as the one created on line 24, the cache is valid, while the one alias with the
input (line 23) is not valid.
The assuming expression solves the problem: the safety of the lookup expression is statically
guaranteed. At runtime, with precise dynamic information, the intensional binary \ relational check
ensures that the write accesses of the LHS do not affect the RHS expression. If this relation is satisfied,
the cache is valid and can be reused.
Other optimizations Intensional effect polymorphism can be used for other similar optimiza-
tions, e.g., record and reply style memoization, common sub-expression elimination, redundant
load elimination and loop-invariant code motion. In all these applications, if the mutation, e.g.,
m.mutate(x), is infrequent or does not modify a large portion of the heap, the cached results can
avoid repeated expensive computations.
Summary The essence of intensional effect polymorphism lies in the interesting interplay be-
tween static typing and dynamic typing. Static typing guarantees that the potentially unsafe expressions
are only used under runtime “safe” contexts (that is, those that pass the relational effect inspection), in
highly dynamic scenarios such as parallel composition, loading third party code, handling I/O events,
and data reuse. Dynamic typing exploits program runtime type information to allow for more precise
effect reasoning, in that “safe” contexts can be dynamically decided upon based on runtime type/effect
information.
3.2 λie Abstract Syntax
To highlight the foundational nature of intensional effect polymorphism, we build our ideas on top
of an imperative region-based lambda calculus. The abstract syntax of λie is defined in Figure 4.4.
Expressions are standard for an imperative λ calculus, except the last two forms which we will soon
elaborate. We do not model integers and unit values, even though our examples may freely use them.
Since if e then e else e plays a non-trivial role in our examples, we choose to model it explicitly. As a
result, boolean values b ∈ {true, false} are also explicitly modeled.
Our core syntax is expressive enough to encode the examples in §3.1. However, it does not model
objects for simplicity without the loss of generality. Addition of objects is mostly standard [85].
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v ::= b | λx : T.e values
e ::= v | x | e e | let x = e in e | ref ρ T e |!e | e:=e | if e then e else e expressions
| assuming e R e do e else e | SAFE e e
T ::= α | Bool | T σ−→ T′ | Refρ T types
ρ ::= ζ region
ζ ::= r | γ region element
σ ::= ω effect
ω ::= ς | accρT effect element
acc ::= init | rd | wr access right
Figure 3.5 λie Abstract Syntax (Throughout the thesis, notation • represents a set of • elements, and
notation
→• represents a sequence of • elements.)
We introduced expression assuming e R e′ do e0 else e1, which from now on we call e and e′ the
condition expressions, and e0 the do expression. In this more general form, programmers also define
the behaviors when the effect check does not hold, specified by the else expression e1. At runtime, this
expression retrieves the concrete effects of e and e′ through dynamic typing, i.e., evaluating neither
e nor e′. The timing of gaining this knowledge is important: the conditions will not be evaluated
and the do expression is not evaluated yet. In other words, even though our system relies on runtime
information, it is not an a posteriori effect monitoring system.
A General Framework Effect reasoning has diverse applications, such as enforcing thread non-
interference, immutability, purity, to name a few. We aimed to design a general framework for effect
reasoning, which can be concretized to different “client” languages. To achieve this goal, we choose to
(1) leave the definition of the binary relation R abstract; (2) include an abstract SAFE e e′ expression,
which is type-safe iff e R e′ holds. The R relation and the SAFE expression can be concretized to
different “client” languages to capture different application domain goals. For example, possible R
implementations are effect non-interference, effect disjointness, or degenerate unary properties such as
purity and immutability. When R is concretized to thread non-interference, one possible concretization
of SAFE e e′ is parallel composition e||e′. The instantiations of R of the applications in §3.1 are
shown in Figure 3.6.
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Safe Parallel Composition, §3.1.1
e R e′ def= e#e′ “Two effects do not interfere.”
SAFE e e′ def= (e || e′) “Run the two expressions in parallel.”
# is defined as:
∅ # σ σ # σ
′′ σ′ # σ′′
σ ∪ σ′ # σ′′
σ′ # σ
σ # σ′
rdρT # rdρ′T′
ρ 6= ρ′
rdρT # wrρ′T′
ρ 6= ρ′
wrρT # wrρ′T′
Information Security, §3.1.2
e R e′ def= e♦e′ “Expression e′ does not read/write regions accessible by e.”
SAFE e e′ def= exec e e′ “Execute e′ if it does not read/write the regions by e.”
♦ is defined as:
σ ♦ ∅ σ ♦ σ
′′ σ′ ♦ σ′′
σ ∪ σ′ ♦ σ′′
σ′′ ♦ σ σ′′ ♦ σ′
σ′′ ♦ σ ∪ σ′
ρ 6= ρ′
accρT ♦ rdρ′T′
ρ 6= ρ′
accρT ♦ wrρ′T′
UI Access, §3.1.3
e R e′ def= e∅e′ “Expression e′ does not access regions accessible by e.”
SAFE e e′ def= spawn e e′ “Execute e′ in another thread if it accesses no region by e.”
∅ is defined as:
σ ∅ ∅ σ
′′ ∅ σ σ′′ ∅ σ′
σ′′ ∅ σ ∪ σ′
σ ∅ σ′′ σ′ ∅ σ′′
σ ∪ σ′ ∅ σ′′
ρ 6= ρ′
accρT ∅ accρ′T′
Memoization, §3.1.4
e R e′ def= e\e′ “RHS’s read has no dependcy on the LHS’s write”
SAFE e (e0 = e1)
def
= lookup e (e0 = e1) “Execute e;e0 if e writes no region read by e1.”
\ is defined as:
∅ \ σ σ \ σ
′′ σ′ \ σ′′
σ ∪ σ′ \ σ′′ rdρT \ σ σ \ wrρT
ρ 6= ρ′
wrρT \ rdρ′T′
Figure 3.6 Client implementation of R and SAFE e e.
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Types, Regions, and Effects Programmer types are either primitive types, reference types
Refρ T for store values of type T in region ρ, or function types T
σ−→ T′, from T to T′ with σ as the
effect of the function body. Last but not least, as a framework with parametric polymorphism, types
may be type variables α.
Our notion of regions is standard [72, 113], an abstract collection of memory locations. A region in
our language can either be demarcated as a constant r, or parametrically as a region variable γ.
An effect is a set of effect elements, either an effect variable ς , or accρT, representing an access acc
to region ρ whose stored values are of type T. Access rights init, rd, wr represent allocation, read, and
write, respectively.
As the grammar suggests, our framework is a flexible system where a type, a region, or an effect
may all be parametrically polymorphic.
3.3 The Type System
This section describes the static semantics for our type-and-effect system. Overall, the type system
associates each expression with effects, a goal shared by all effect systems. The highlight is how
to construct a precise and sound effect system to support dynamic-typing-based intensionality. The
precision of this type system is rooted at the R relation enforcement, at assuming time, based on effects
computed by dynamic typing over runtime values and their types. Our static type system is designed so
that any SAFE expression appearing in the do branch does not need to resort to runtime enforcement
and the R relation is guaranteed to hold by the static type system. As we shall see, this leads to non-
trivial challenges to soundness, as static typing and dynamic typing make related — yet different —
assumptions on effects.
3.3.1 Definitions
Relevant structures of our type system are defined in Figure 3.7.
Type Environment and Type Scheme Type environment Γ maps variables to type schemes, and
we use notation Γ(x) to refer to T where the rightmost occurrence of x : T′ for any T′ in Γ is x : T.
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Γ ::= x 7→ τ type environment
τ ::= ∀g.∃Σ.T type scheme
g ::= α | γ | ς generic variable
gs ::= T | ρ | σ generic structure
Φ ::= Λ relationship set
Σ ::= g : gs subsumption set
Λ ::= σ R σ | ∀g.Σ relationship
Figure 3.7 λie Type System Definitions
A type scheme is similar to the standard notion where names may be bound through quantifica-
tion [34]. Our type scheme, in the form of ∀g.∃Σ.T, supports both universal quantification and exis-
tential quantification. Our use of universal quantification is mundane: the same is routinely used for
parametric polymorphism systems. Observe that in our system, type variables, region variables, and
effect variables may all be quantified, and we use a metavariable g for this general form, and call it
a generic variable. Similarly, we use a unified variable gs to represent either a type, a region, or an
effect, and call it a generic structure for convenience. Existential quantification is introduced to main-
tain soundness, a topic we will elaborate in a later subsection. For now, only observe that existentially
quantified variables appear in the type scheme as a sequence of g : gs , each of which we call a sub-
sumption relationship. Here we also informally say g is existentially quantified, with bound gs . When
g is a sequence of 0 and Σ is empty, we also shorten the type scheme ∀g.∃Σ.T as T. Type schemes are
alpha-equivalent.
Relationship Set Another crucial structure to construct our type system is the relationship set Φ.
On the high level, this structure captures the relationships between generic structures. Concretely, it is
represented as a set whose element may either be an abstract effect relationship σ R σ′ — denoting
two effects σ and σ′ conform to the R relation — or a subsumption context relationship. The latter
is represented as ∀g.Σ. Intuitively, a subsumption context relationship is a collection of subsumption
relationships, except some of its generic variables may be universally quantified. Subsumption context
relationships are alpha-equivalent.
As we shall see, the relationship set plays a pivotal role during type checking. At each step of
derivation, this structure represents what one can assume about effects. For example, the interplay
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between assuming and SAFE is represented through whether the relationship set constructed through
typing assuming can entail the relationship that makes the SAFE expression type-safe. Our relationship
set may have a distinct structure, but effect system designers should be able to find conceptual analogies
in existing systems, such as privileges in Marino et al. [73].
Notations and Convenience Functions We use (overloaded) function ftv to compute the set of
free (i.e., neither universally bound nor existentially bound) variables in T, ρ and σ. We use fv(e)
to compute the set of free variables in expression e. We use dom and ran to compute the domain
and the range of a function. All definitions are standard. Substitution θ is a mapping function from
type variables α to types T, region variables γ to regions ρ and effect variables ς to effects σ. The
composition of substitutions, written θθ′, if θθ′(g) = θ(θ′(g)). We further use notation Θ to denote a
substitution from variables to values.
We use comma for sequence concatenation. For example, Γ,x 7→ τ denotes appending sequence Γ
with an additional binding from x to τ .
3.3.2 Subsumption and Entailment
Figure 3.8 defines subsumption relations for types, effects, and regions. All three forms of sub-
sumption are reflexive and transitive. For function types, both return types and effects are covariant,
whereas argument types are contra-variant. For Ref types, the regions are covariant, whereas the types
for what the store holds must be invariant [115].
(EFF-INST) and (REG-INST) capture the instantiation of universal variables in subsumption context
relationship. After all, the latter is a collection of “parameterized” subsumption relationships which can
be instantiated.
Finally, we define a simple relation Φ a`r Λ to denote that relationship set Φ can entail Λ. (REL-IN)
says any relationship set may entail its element. (REL-CLOSED) intuitively says that R is closed under
the operation subset.
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Subtyping: Φ ` T : T’
(TYPE-REFL)
Φ ` T : T
(TYPE-TRAN)
Φ ` T : T0
Φ ` T0 : T′
Φ ` T : T′
(TYPE-REF)
Φ r`eg ρ : ρ′
Φ ` Refρ T : Refρ′ T
(TYPE-FUN)
Φ ` T′0 : T0 Φ ` T1 : T′1
Φ e`ff σ : σ′
Φ ` T0 σ−→ T1 : T′0 σ
′
−→ T′1
Effect Subsumption: Φ e`ff σ : σ′
(EFF-REFL)
Φ e`ff σ : σ
(EFF-TRAN)
Φ e`ff σ : σ0 Φ e`ff σ0 : σ′
Φ e`ff σ : σ′
(EFF-SUB)
σ ⊆ σ′
Φ e`ff σ : σ′
(EFF-CONS)
σ : σ′ ∈ Φ
Φ e`ff σ : σ′
(EFF-ACC)
Φ r`eg ρ : ρ′
Φ e`ff {accρT} : {accρ′T}
(EFF–INST)
∀g.Σ ∈ Φ σ : σ′ ∈ θΣ for some θ
dom(θ) = g ran(θ) ∩ ftv(Σ) = ∅
Φ e`ff σ : σ′
Region Subsumption: Φ r`eg ρ : ρ′
(REG-REFL)
Φ r`eg ρ : ρ
(REG-TRANS)
Φ r`eg ρ : ρ0 Φ r`eg ρ0 : ρ′
Φ r`eg ρ : ρ′
(REG-SUB)
ρ ⊆ ρ′
Φ r`eg ρ : ρ′
(REG-CONS)
ρ : ρ′ ∈ Φ
Φ r`eg ρ : ρ′
(REG–INST)
∀g.Σ ∈ Φ ρ : ρ′ ∈ θΣ for some θ dom(θ) = g ran(θ) ∩ ftv(Σ) = ∅
Φ r`eg ρ : ρ′
Relationship Entailment: Φ a`r Λ
(REL–IN)
Λ ∈ Φ
Φ a`r Λ
(REL-CLOSED)
Φ a`r σ R σ′ Φ e`ff σ0 : σ Φ e`ff σ1 : σ′
Φ a`r σ0 R σ1
Figure 3.8 λie Subsumption and Entailment.
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Typing: Φ; Γ ` e : T, σ
(T-BOOL)
Φ; Γ ` b : Bool, ∅
(T-VAR)
T  Γ(x)
Φ; Γ ` x : T, ∅
(T-LET)
Φ; Γ ` e : T, σ Φ; Γ,x 7→ Gen(Γ, σ)(T) ` e′ : T′, σ′
Φ; Γ ` let x = e in e′ : T′, σ ∪ σ′
(T-SUB)
Φ; Γ ` e : T, σ
Φ ` T : T′ Φ e`ff σ : σ′
Φ; Γ ` e : T′, σ′
(T-APP)
Φ; Γ ` e : T σ−→ T′, σ′
Φ; Γ ` e′ : T, σ′′
Φ; Γ ` e e′ : T′, σ ∪ σ′ ∪ σ′′
(T-SET)
Φ; Γ ` e : Refρ T, σ
Φ; Γ ` e′ : T, σ′
Φ; Γ ` e := e′ : T, σ ∪ σ′ ∪ wrρT
(T-REF)
Φ; Γ ` e : T, σ
Φ; Γ ` ref ρ T e : Refρ T, σ ∪ initρT
(T-GET)
Φ; Γ ` e : Refρ T, σ
Φ; Γ `! e : T, σ ∪ rdρT
(T-ABS)
∅; Γ,x 7→ T ` e : T′, σ
Φ; Γ ` λx : T.e : T σ−→ T′, ∅
(T-IF-THEN-ELSE)
Φ; Γ ` e : Bool, σ Φ; Γ ` e0 : T, σ0 Φ; Γ ` e1 : T, σ1
Φ; Γ ` if e then e0 else e1 : T, σ ∪ σ0 ∪ σ1
(T-ASSUME)
x = fv(e) ∪ fv(e′) Γ(x) = τ Φ′′ ` EGen(τ)⇒ τ ′ Γ′ = Γ,x 7→ τ ′ Φ′ = Φ,Φ′′
Φ′; Γ′ ` e : T, σ Φ′; Γ′ ` e′ : T′, σ′
Φ′, σ R σ′; Γ′ ` e0 : T′′′, σ2 Φ ` T′′′ ↑ T′′ Φ ` σ2 ↑ σ0 Φ; Γ ` e1 : T′′, σ1
Φ; Γ ` assuming e R e′ do e0 else e1 : T′′, σ0 ∪ σ1
(T-SAFE)
Φ; Γ ` e : T0, σ0 Φ; Γ ` e′ : T1, σ1 Φ a`r σ0 R σ1 clientT (T, σ,T0, σ0,T1, σ1)
Φ; Γ ` SAFE e e′ : T, σ
Figure 3.9 λie Typing Rules
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Parallelism: || clientT (T, σ,T0, σ0,T1, σ1)
def
= (T = T0 = T1) ∧ (σ = σ0 ∪ σ1)
Security: exec clientT (T, σ,T0, σ0,T1, σ1)
def
= (T = T1) ∧ (σ = σ1)
UI: spawn clientT (T, σ,T0, σ0,T1, σ1)
def
= (T = void) ∧ (σ = ∅)
Memoization: lookup clientT (T, σ,T0, σ0,T1, σ1)
def
= (T = T1) ∧ (σ = σ0)
Figure 3.10 Client Implementation of Predicate clientT
3.3.3 Typing Judgment Overview
Typing judgment in our system takes the form of Φ; Γ ` e : T, σ, which consists of a type envi-
ronment Γ, a relationship set Φ, an expression e, its type T and effect σ. When the relationship set
and the type environment are empty, we further shorten the judgment as ` e : T, σ for convenience.
The judgment is defined in Figure 3.9, with auxiliary definitions related to universal and existential
quantification deferred to Figure 3.11.
The rules (T-LET) and (T-VAR) follow the familiar let-polymorphism (or Damas-Milner polymor-
phism [34]). Universal quantification is introduced at let boundaries, through function Gen(Γ, σ)(T).
Its elimination is performed at (T-VAR), via. Both definitions are standard, and appear in Figure 3.11.
The let-polymorphism in let x = e in e′ expression is sound because of the Gen function in the rule
(T-LET). The Gen function enforces the standard value restriction [113]. That is, if e is a value, its type
could be generalized and thus be polymorphic, otherwise its type will be monomorphic.
(T-SUB) describes subtyping, where both (monomorphic) type subsumption and effect subsumption
may be applied. Rules (T-REF), (T-GET) and (T-SET) for store operations produce the effects of access
rights init, rd and wr, respectively. All other rules other than (T-ASSUME) and (T-SAFE) carry little
surprise for an effect system.
3.3.4 Static Typing for Dynamic Intensional Analysis
To demonstrate how intensional effect analysis works, let us first consider an unsound but intuitive
notion of assuming typing in (T-ASSUME-UNSOUND):
(T-ASSUME-UNSOUND)
Φ; Γ ` e : T, σ Φ; Γ ` e′ : T′, σ′
Φ, σ R σ′; Γ ` e0 : T′′, σ0 Φ; Γ ` e1 : T′′, σ1
Φ; Γ ` assuming e R e′ do e0 else e1 : T′′, σ0 ∪ σ1
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∀ Introduction: Gen Gen(Γ, σ)(T) = ∀g.T where g = ftv(T)\(ftv(Γ) ∪ ftv(σ))
∀ Elimination:  T′  ∀g.T if T′ = θT for some θ
∃ Introduction: EGen
P ::= − | RefPR T | T PE−→ T | T σ−→ P pack context
PE ::= − | ω,PE, ω′ | accPR T | accρ P
PR ::= − | ζ,PR, ζ ′
EGen(∀g.T) 4= ∀g.EGenM(T, ∅)
EGenM(PE[σ], g) 4= ∃ς : σ.EGenM(PE[ς : σ], g ∪ {ς}) if σ /∈ g, ftv(σ) ⊆ g, ς fresh
EGenM(PR[ρ], g) 4= ∃γ : ρ.EGenM(PR[γ : ρ], g ∪ {γ}) if ρ /∈ g, ftv(ρ) ⊆ g, γ fresh
EGenM(T, g)
4
= T if σ ∈ g for any T = PE[σ]
ρ ∈ g for any T = PR[ρ]
∃ Elimination:⇒ ∀g.(θΣ) ` ∀g.∃Σ.T⇒ ∀g.θT for some θ ∧ dom(θ) ⊆ g
Lifting: ↑
Φ ` P[ς : σ] ↑ P[σ′] if ∀g.Σ ∈ Φ, ς : σ ∈ θΣ for some θ, Φ ` σ ↑ σ′
Φ ` P[γ : ρ] ↑ P[ρ′] if ∀g.Σ ∈ Φ, γ : ρ ∈ θΣ for some θ, Φ ` ρ ↑ ρ′
Φ ` T ↑ T if ∀g.Σ ∈ Φ, ftv(T) ∩ (∀g.Σ) = ∅
Φ ` PE[ς : σ] ↑ PE[σ′] if ∀g.Σ ∈ Φ, ς : σ ∈ θΣ for some θ, Φ ` σ ↑ σ′
Φ ` PE[γ : ρ] ↑ PE[ρ′] if ∀g.Σ ∈ Φ, γ : ρ ∈ θΣ for some θ, Φ ` ρ ↑ ρ′
Φ ` σ ↑ σ if ∀g.Σ ∈ Φ, ftv(σ) ∩ (∀g.Σ) = ∅
Φ ` PR[γ : ρ] ↑ PR[ρ′] if ∀g.Σ ∈ Φ, γ : ρ ∈ θΣ for some θ, Φ ` ρ ↑ ρ′
Φ ` ρ ↑ ρ if ∀g.Σ ∈ Φ, ftv(ρ) ∩ (∀g.Σ) = ∅
Figure 3.11 Definitions for ∀ and ∃ Introduction and Elimination
To type check the do expression e0, the static type system takes advantage of the fact that expres-
sions e and e′ satisfy the relation R, i.e., in the third condition of the rule, we strengthen the current
Φ with σ R σ′. The (T-SAFE) rule in Figure 3.9 says that the expression type checks iff Φ entails the
abstract effect relationship R. As a result, a SAFE expression whose safety happens to rely on σ R σ′
can be statically verified to be safe by the static system.
Albeit tempting, the rule above is unsound. To illustrate, consider the safe parallelism discipline in
the following example, i.e., we instantiate the R relation with noninterference relation # and the SAFE
expression with parallel expression ||.
EXAMPLE 3.3.1 (Soundness Challenge) In the following example, the variables x and y have the
same static (but different dynamic) type. Thus, the expression x 3 and y 3 have the same static effect.
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Should the parallel expression at line 5 typecheck with the assumption expression at line 4, there would
be a data race at run time.
1 let buff = ref 0 in
2 let x = if 1 > 0 then λz. !buff else λz. buff := z in
3 let y = if 0 > 1 then λz. !buff else λz. buff := z in
4 assuming !buff # x 3
5 do !buff || y 3
6 else !buff ; x 2
In this example, we have an imperative reference buff , and two structurally similar but distinct
functions x and y. The code intends to perform parallelization, i.e., !buff ||y 3, line 5. Let us review the
types of the variables and the effects of the expressions:
buff : Refρ Int
x : Int
{rdρInt,wrρInt}−−−−−−−−−−→ Int
y : Int
{rdρInt,wrρInt}−−−−−−−−−−→ Int
!buff : {rdρInt}
x 3 : {rdρInt,wrρInt}
y 3 : {rdρInt,wrρInt}
According to the static system, the types of x and y are exactly the same. Thus, by the third condition
of (T-SAFE), the expression ! buff || y 3 in line 5, is well-formed. This is because the assuming expres-
sion has placed {rdρInt} # {rdρInt,wrρInt} as an element of the relationship set, after typechecking
! buff # x 3 on line 4.
At runtime, the initialization expression of the let expressions will be first evaluated before being
assigned to the variables (call-by-value, details in §3.4). Therefore, x becomes λ z.! buff and y becomes
λ z. buff := z before the assuming expression. Informally, we refer to the effect computed at runtime
through dynamic typing (e.g., right before the assuming expression) as dynamic effect, as opposed to
the static effect computed at compile time. The dynamic types and effects of the relevant expressions
are:
x : Int
{rdρInt}−−−−−→ Int
y : Int
{wrρInt}−−−−−−→ Int
!buff : {rdρInt}
x 3 : {rdρInt}
y 3 : {wrρInt}
Clearly, the dynamic effect computed for ! buff and that for x 3 on line 4 do not conflict. Therefore,
the do expression ! buff || y 3 will be evaluated. However, the effects of the expressions ! buff and y 3
on line 5 do conflict, which causes unsafe parallelism.
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The root cause of the problem is that the static and the dynamic system make decisions based on
two related but different effects: one with the static effect, and the other with the dynamic effect. A
sound type system must be able to differentiate the two.
A Sound Design with Bounded Existentials The key insight from the discussion above is that the
static system must be able to express the dynamic effect that the assuming expression makes decision
upon. Before we move on, let us first state several simple observations:
(i) (Dynamic effect refines static effect) The static effect of an expression e is a conservative approx-
imation of the dynamic effect.
(ii) (Free variables determine effect difference) Improved precision of intensional effect polymor-
phism is achieved by using the more precise types for the free variables, see e.g., dynamic and
static type of the variable x in Example 3.3.1.
Observation (i) indicates the possibility of referring to the dynamic effect as “there exists some
effect that is subsumed by the static effect.” Observation (ii) further suggests that dynamic effect can
be computed by treating all free variables existentially: “there exists some type T which is a subtype
of the static type T′ for each free variable, to help mimic the type environment while dynamic effect is
computed”. Bounded existential types provide an ideal vehicle for expressing this intention.
In (T-ASSUME), the type checking of an assuming expression, we substitute the type of each free
variable with (an instance of) its existential counterpart. Let us revisit Example 3.3.1, this time with
(T-ASSUME). The free variables of the assuming expression on line 4, in Example 3.3.1 are x and
buff. The original types of the free variables are:
buff : Refρ Int and x : Int
{rdρInt,wrρInt}−−−−−−−−−−→ Int
The existential types used to type check the assuming expressions are:
buff : Refρ Int and x : ∃ς1 : {rdρInt}, ς2 : {wrρInt}.Int ς1,ς2−−−→ Int
The relationship set is:
Φ = ς1 : rdρInt, ς2 : wrρInt (3.1)
The effects of the condition expressions are:
!buff : rdρInt and x 3 : ς1 : rdρInt, ς2 : wrρInt
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To type check the do expression, Φ is strengthened as:
Φ′ = {rdρInt # {ς1 : rdρInt, ς2 : wrρInt}, ς1 : rdρInt, ς2 : wrρInt} (3.2)
When type checking the expression on line 5, y 3 has effect {rdρInt,wrρInt}. We cannot establish `ar
(as Figure 3.8). A type error is correctly induced against the potential unsafe parallel expression.
Rule (T-ASSUME) first computes the free variables from the two condition expressions, written
x = fv(e)∪fv(e′). With assumption Γ(x) = τ , all free variables x are considered for type environment
strengthening. It then applies the existential introduction function EGen to strengthen τ ′, the bounded
existential with the original type τ as the bound. The definition of EGen is in Figure 3.11. It then elimi-
nates (or open) the existential quantification using⇒. In a nutshell, this predicate Φ′′ ` EGen(τ)⇒ τ ′
introduces an existential type and eliminates it right away (a common strategy in building abstract data
types [85]). Subsumption relationship information is placed into the relationship set, Φ′ = Φ,Φ′′.
The new environment Γ′ has the new types τ ′ for the free variables, an instantiation of the bounded
existential type.
Function EGen uses the EGenM function to quantify effects and regions. Here, to produce the
existential type, function EGen maintains the structure of the original type, e.g., if the original type
is a function type, it produces a new function type with all covariant types/effects/regions quantified.
Observe that contravariant types/effects/regions are harmless: their dynamic counterpart (which also
refines the static one) does not cause soundness problems. To facilitate the quantification, three pack
contexts, P, PE, PR, are defined, representing the contexts to contain a type, an effect, or a region,
respectively.
Finally, the type of the do expression needs to be lifted, weakening types that may potentially con-
tain refreshed generic variables of existential types, through a self-explaining ↑ definition in Figure 3.11.
For example, the effect computed for the expression x 3 is ς1 : rdρInt, ς2 : wrρInt. The ↑ function
applies the substitution of {ς1 7→ rdρInt, ς2 7→ wrρInt} on the precomputed effect and produces static
effect rdρInt,wrρInt.
The typing of (T-SAFE) relies on the client function clientT. clientT (T, σ,T0, σ0,T1, σ1) defines the
conditions where a safe expression should typecheck, as shown in Figure 3.10.
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3.4 Dynamic Semantics
This section describes the dynamic semantics of λie. The highlight is to support a highly precise
notion of effect polymorphism via a lightweight notion of dynamic typing, which we call differential
alignment.
Operational Semantics Overview The λie runtime configuration consists of a store s, the to be
evaluated expression e, and a trace f , defined in Figure 3.12. The store maps references (or locations)
l to values v. In addition to booleans and functions, locations themselves are values as well. Each
store cell also records the region (ρ) and type (T) information of the reference. A trace informally can
be viewed as “realized effects,” and it is defined as a sequence of accesses to references, with init(l),
rd(l), and wr(l), denoting the instantiation, read, and write to location l respectively. Traces are only
needed to demonstrate the properties of our language. This structure and its runtime maintenance is
unnecessary in a λie implementation.
The small-step semantics is defined by relation s;e; f → s′;e′; f ′, which says that the evaluation
of an expression e with the store s and trace f results in a value e′, a new store s′, and trace f ′. We use
notation [x 7→ v]e to define the substitution of x with v of expression e. We use→∗ to represent the
reflexive and transitive closure of→.
Dynamic Effect Inspection Most reduction rules are conventional, except (asm) and (safe). The
(asm) rule captures the essence of the assuming expression, which relies on dynamic typing to achieve
dynamic effect inspection. Dynamic typing is defined through type derivation s; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ, defined
in the same figure, which extends static typing with one additional rule for reference value typing.
At runtime, the assuming expression retrieves the more precise dynamic effect of expression e1
and e2, and checks whether relation R holds. Observe that at run time, e1 and e2 in the assuming
expression is not identical to their respective forms when the program is written. Now, the free variables
in the static program has been substituted with values, which carries more precise information on types,
regions, and effects. This is the root cause why intensional effect polymorphism can achieve higher
precision than a purely static effect system.
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Definitions:
s ::= l→〈ρ,T〉 v store
f ::= acc(l) trace
v ::= . . . | l (extended) values
E ::= − | E e | v E | let x = E in e | let x = v in E | ref ρ T E evaluation context
|!E| E := e | v := E | if E then e else e
Dynamic Typing: s; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ
(DT-LOC)
{l 7→〈ρ,T〉v} ∈ s
s; Φ; Γ D` l : Refρ T, ∅
For all other (DT-*) rules, each is isomorphic to its counterpart (T-*) rule, except that every occurrence
of judgment Φ; Γ ` e : T, σ in the latter rule should be substituted with s; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ in the former.
Evaluation relation: s;e; f → s′;e′; f ′
(cxt) s;E[e]; f → s′;E[e′]; f, f ′ if s;e⇒ s′;e′; f ′
(asm) s; assuming e1 R e2 ⇒ s;e0; ∅ if s; ∅; ∅ D` ei : Ti, σi for i = 1, 2
do e else e′ and e0 =
{
e if σ1 R σ2
e′ otherwise
(safe) s;SAFE 〈e〉 〈e〉′ ⇒ clientR(s,e,e′)
(set) s; l := v ⇒ s, {l 7→〈ρ,T〉v}; v; wr(l) if {l 7→〈ρ,T〉v′} ∈ s
(ref ) s; ref ρ T v ⇒ s, {l 7→〈ρ,T〉v}; l; init(l) if l fresh
(get) s; !l ⇒ s; s(l); rd(l)
(app) s;λx : T.e v ⇒ s; [x 7→ v]e; ∅
(let) s; let x = v in e ⇒ s; [x 7→ v]e; ∅
(ifT ) s; if true then e else e′ ⇒ s;e; ∅
(ifF ) s; if false then e else e′ ⇒ s;e′; ∅
Figure 3.12 λie Operational Semantics
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It should be noted that we evaluate neither e1 nor e2 at the evaluation of the assuming expression.
In other words, λie is not an a posteriori effect monitoring system.
The reduction of (safe) relies on an abstract function clientR. clientR(s,e,e′) computes the runtime
configuration after the one-step evaluation of the the SAFE expression. The abstract treatment of this
function allows λie to be defined in a highly modular fashion, similar to previous work [73]. We will
come back to this topic, especially its impact on soundness, in §3.5.
Optimization: Efficient Effect Introspection through Differential Alignment The reduction
system we have introduced so far may not be efficient: it requires full-fledged dynamic typing, which
may entail dynamic construction of type derivations to compute the dynamic effects. In this section, we
introduce one optimization.
As observed in §3.3.4, the (sub)expressions that do not have free variables will have the same static
effects (i.e., via computed static typing) and dynamic effects (i.e., computed via dynamic typing). Our
key insight is that, the only “difference” between the two forms of effects for the same expression lies
with those introduced by free variables in the expression. As a result, we define a new dynamic effect
computation strategy with two steps:
1. At compile time, we compute the static effects of the two expressions used for the effect inspec-
tion of each assuming expression in the program. In the meantime, we record the type (which
contains free type/effect/region variables) of each free variable that appears in these two expres-
sions.
2. At run time, we “align” the static type of each free variable with the dynamic type associated
with the corresponding value that substitutes for that free variable. The alignment will compute a
substitution of (static) type/effect/region variables to their dynamic counterparts. The substitution
will then be used to substitute the effect we computed in Step 1 to produce the dynamic effect.
For Step 1, we define a transformation from expression e to an annotated expression d, defined in
Figure 3.13. The two forms are identical, except that the the assuming expression in the “annotated
expression” now takes the form of assuming (x : τ) e1 : σ1 R e2 : σ2 do e else e′, which records
the free variables of expressions e1 and e2 and their corresponding static types, denoted as x : τ . The
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Abstract Syntax in Optimized λie
d ::= v | x | d d | let x = d in d | ref ρ T d |!d | d:=d | if d then d else d annotated expressions
| assuming (x : τ) d : σ R d : σ do d else d | SAFE d d
Transformation: e
Φ,Γ d
x
Φ,Γ x
e e′ Φ,Γ d d′ if e Φ,Γ d,e′ Φ,Γ d′
...
assuming e1 R e2
Φ,Γ assuming (x : τ) d1 : σ1 R d2 : σ2 if x = fv(e1) ∪ fv(e2), Γ(x) = τ ′
do e3 else e4 do d3 else d4 Φ′′ ` EGen(τ ′)⇒ τ , Φ′ = Φ,Φ′′
Φ′; Γ,x 7→τ ` di : Ti, σi for i = 1, 2
ei
Φ,Γ di for i = 1, 2, 3, 4
Operational Semantics in Optimized λie: s;d; f →O s;d; f
(Ocxt) s;E[d]; f →O s′;E[d′]; f, f ′ if s;d; f ⇒O s′;d′; f ′
(Oasm) s; assuming(v : τ) ⇒O s;d0; ∅ if s; ∅; ∅ D`O v : T, ∅
d1 : σ1 R d2 : σ2 and θτ = Gen(∅, ∅)(T)
do d else d′ and d0 =
{
d if θσ1 R θσ2
d′ otherwise
For all other⇒O rules, each is isomorphic to its counterpart⇒ rule, except that every occurrence of
metavariable e in the latter rule should be substituted with d in the former.
Figure 3.13 Optimized λie with Differential Alignment
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same expression also records the statically computed effects σ1 and σ2 for e1 and e2. The free variable
computation function fv and variable substitution function are defined for d elements in an analogous
fashion as for e elements. We omit these definitions.
Considering all the annotated information is readily available while we perform static typing of the
the assuming expression— as in (T-Assume) — the transformation from expression e to annotated
expression d under Φ and Γ, denoted as e
Φ,Γ d, is rather predictable, defined in the same Figure.
The most interesting part of our optimized system is its dynamic semantics. Here we define a re-
duction system→O, at the bottom of the same figure. We further use→∗O to represent the reflexive and
transitive closure of→O. Upon the evaluation of the annotated assuming expression, the types associ-
ated with the free variables — now substituted with values — are “aligned” with the types associated
with the corresponding values. The latter is computed by judgment s; Φ; Γ `DO d : T, σ, defined as
s; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ where e
Φ,Γ d. In other words, we only need to dynamically type values in the
optimized λie. The alignment is achieved through the computation of the substitution θ. As we shall
see in the next section, such a substitution always exists for well-typed programs.
3.5 Meta-Theories
In this section, we establish formal properties of λie. We first show our type system is sound relative
to sound customizations of the client effect systems (§3.5.1). We next present important soundness
results for intensional effect polymorphism in §3.5.2. We next present a soundness and completeness
result on differential alignment in §3.5.3. The proofs of these theorems and lemmas can be found in the
accompanying technical report. Before we proceed, let us first define two simple definitions that will
be used for the rest of the section.
Definition 3.5.1 [Redex Configuration] We say < s;e; f > is a redex configuration of program e′,
written e′D <s,e, f>, iff ∅;e′; ∅ →∗ s;E[e]; f .
Next, let us define relations ` f : σ, which says that dynamic trace f realizes static effect σ under
stores:
Definition 3.5.2 [Effect-Trace Consistency] s ` f : σ holds iff acc(l) ∈ f implies accρT ∈ σ where
{l 7→〈ρ,T〉v}∈s.
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3.5.1 Type Soundness
Our type system leaves the definition of R and SAFE e e′ abstract, both in terms of syntax and
semantics. As a result, the soundness of our type system is conditioned upon how these definitions are
concretized. Now let us explicitly define the sound concretization condition:
Definition 3.5.3 [Sound Client Concretization] We say a λie client is sound if under that con-
cretization, the following condition holds: if s; Φ; Γ D` e0 : T0, σ0, s; Φ; Γ D` e1 : T1, σ1,
clientT (T, σ,T0, σ0,T1, σ1) and (s′,e, f) = clientR(s,e0,e1), then s′; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ ands
′`f:σ.
All lemmas and theorems for the rest of this section are implicitly under the assumption that Defi-
nition 3.5.3 holds, which we do not repeatedly state.
Our soundness proof is constructed through subject reduction and progress:
Lemma 3.5.4 [Type Preservation] If s; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ and s;e; f → s′;e′; f ′, then s′; Φ; Γ D` e′ :
T′, σ′ and T′ : T and σ′ ⊆ σ.
Proof: The proof is by cases on the reduction step applied and the typing derivation of s; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ.

Lemma 3.5.5 [Progress] If s; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ then either e is a value, or s;e; f → s′;e′; f ′ for some
s′, e′, f ′.
Proof. The proof is by cases on the reduction step applied and the typing derivation of s; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ.

Theorem 3.5.6 (Type Soundness) Given an expression e, if ∅; ∅ ` e : T, σ, then either the evaluation
of e diverges, or there exist some s, v, and f such that ∅;e; ∅ →∗ s; v; f .
Proof. Immediately followed from Lemma 3.5.4 and Lemma 3.5.5. 
3.5.2 Soundness of Intensional Effect Polymorphism
The essence of intensional effect polymorphism lies in the fact that through intensional inspection
(dynamic typing at the assuming expression), every instance of evaluation of the SAFE e0 e1 ex-
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pression in the reduction sequence must be “safe,” where “safety” is defined through the R relation
concretized by the client language. To be more concrete:
Definition 3.5.7 (Effect-based Soundness of Intensional Effect Polymorphism) We say e is effect-
sound iff for any redex configuration such that e D <s,e′, f> and e′ = SAFE e0 e1, it must hold that
s; ∅; ∅ D` e0 : T0, σ0 and s; ∅; ∅ D` e1 : T1, σ1 and σ0 R σ1.
Effect-based soundness is a corollary of type soundness:
Corollary 3.5.8 (λie Effect-based Soundness) If ∅; ∅ ` e : T, σ, then e is effect-sound.
There remains a gap between this property and why one intuitively believes the SAFE e0 e1 execu-
tion is “safe”: ultimately, what we hope to enforce is at runtime, the “monitored effect” — i.e. the trace
through the evaluation of e1 and that of e2 — do not violate what R represents. The definition above
falls short because it relies on the dynamic typing of e1 and e2. To rigorously define the more intuitive
notion of soundness, let us first introduce a trace-based relation induced from R:
Definition 3.5.9 (Induced Trace Relation) RTR is a binary relation defined over traces. We sayRTR is
induced from R under store s iff RTR is the smallest relation such that if σ1 R σ2, then f1 RTRf2 where
s`f1 :σ1 ands`f2 :σ2 .
One basic property of our reduction system is the trace sequence is monotonically increasing:
Lemma 3.5.10 (Monotone Traces) If s;e; f → s′;e′; f ′, then f ′ = f, f ′′ for some f ′′.
Proof. The proof is by considerationing each of the semantic rules in Figure 3.12. Clearly, in each rule,
f ′ = f, f ′′ for some f ′′ 
Given this, we can now define the more intuitive flavor of soundness over traces:
Definition 3.5.11 (Trace-based Soundness of Intensional Effect Polymorphism) We say e is trace-
sound iff for any redex configuration such that eD <s,e′, f> and e′ = SAFE e0 e1, it must hold that for
any s0, e′0, and f0 where s; e0; f →∗ s0; e′0; f, f0 and any s1, e′1, and f1 where s; e1; f →∗ s1; e′1; f, f1,
then condition f0 RTRf1 holds.
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To prove trace-based soundness, the crucial property we establish is:
Lemma 3.5.12 (Effect-Trace Consistency Preservation) If s; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ and s ` f : σ and
s;e; f → s′;e′; f ′ thens′`f ′ :σ′.
Proof. The proof is by cases on the reduction step applied. 
Finally, we can prove the intuitive notion of soundness of intensional effect polymorphism:
Theorem 3.5.13 ( λie Trace-Based Soundness) If ∅; ∅ ` e : T, σ, then e is trace-sound.
Proof. The proof is by cases on the reduction step applied, by Lemma 3.5.12 and by Lemma 3.5.4. 
3.5.3 Differential Alignment Optimization
In §3.4, we defined an alternative “optimized λie” to avoid full-fledged dynamic typing, centering
on differential alignment. We now answer several important questions: (1) static completeness: every
typable program in λie has a corresponding program in optimized λie. (2) dynamic completeness: for
every typable program in λie, its corresponding program at run time cannot get stuck due to the failure
of finding a differential alignment. (3) soundness: for every program in λie, its corresponding program
in optimized λie should behave “predictably” at run time. We will rigorously define this notion shortly;
intuitively, it means that “optimized λie” is indeed an optimization of λie, i.e., without altering the
results computed by the latter.
Optimization static completeness is a simple property of
Φ,Γ :
Theorem 3.5.14 (Static Completeness of Optimization) For any e such that Φ; Γ ` e : T, σ, there
exists d such that e
Φ,Γ d.
Proof. The proof is by cases of the typing derivation of the expression e under consideration and
induction on the typing derivation of the subexpressions. 
To correlate the dynamic behaviors of λie and optimized λie, first recall that the→ reduction system
and →O reduction system are identical, except for how the assuming expression is reduced. The
progress of (Oasm) relies on the existence of substitution θ that aligns the dynamic type associated
with values and the static type. Dynamic completeness of differential alignment thus can be viewed as
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the “correspondence of progress” for the two reduction systems to reduce the corresponding assuming
expressions. This is indeed the case, which can be generally captured by the following lemma:
Theorem 3.5.15 (Dynamic Completeness of Optimization) If s; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ and e
∅,∅ d, then
given some s and f , the following two are equivalent:
• there exists some s′, e′ and f ’ such that s;e; f → s′;e′, f ′.
• there exists some s′′, d′ and f ′′ such that s;d; f →O s′′;d′, f ′′.
Proof. The proof is by cases of the expression e under consideration and induction on the number
of reduction applied. 
Finally, we wish to study soundness. The most important insight is that the transformation relation
Φ,Γ can be preserved through the corresponding reductions of λie and optimized λie. In other words,
one can view the reduction of optimized λie as a simulation of λie:
Lemma 3.5.16 (→O Simulates→ with Φ,Γ Preservation) If s; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ and e
∅,∅ d and
s;e; f → s′;e′, f ′ and s;d; f →O s′′;d′, f ′′, then s′ = s′′, and f ′ = f ′′, and e′ ∅,∅ d′.
Proof. The proof is by cases of the expression e under consideration and induction on the number
of reduction applied. 
Finally, let us state our soundness of differential alignment:
Theorem 3.5.17 (Soundness of Optimization) Given some expression e such that ∅; ∅ ` e : T, σ, and
e
∅,∅ d then
• there exists a reduction sequence such that ∅;e; ∅ →∗ s; v; f iff there exists a reduction sequence
such that ∅;d; ∅ →∗O s; v; f .
• there exists a reduction sequence such that the evaluation of e diverges according to→ iff there
exists a reduction sequence such that the evaluation of d diverges according to→O.
Proof. The proof is by cases of the expression e under consideration, induction on the number of
reduction applied and by Lemma 3.5.16. 
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Observe that we are careful by not stating the two reduction systems must diverge at the same time,
or reduce to the same value at the same time. That would be unrealistic if the client instantiations of our
calculus introduce non-determinism.
3.6 Related Work
Static type-and-effect systems are well-explored. Earlier work includes Lucassen [72], and Talpin
et al. [113], and more recent examples such as Marino et al. [73] , Task Types [62], Bocchino et
al. [16] and Rytz et al. [101]. There are well-known language design ideas to improve the precision
and expressiveness of static type systems, and many may potentially be applied to effect reasoning,
such as flow-sensitive types [49], typestates [109] and conditional types [5]. Classic program analysis
techniques such as polymorphic type inference, nCFA [105], CPA [4], context-sensitive, flow-sensitive,
and path-sensitive analyses, are good candidates for effect reasoning of programs written in existing
languages.
Bañados et al. [10] developed a gradual effect (GE) type system based on gradual typing [106],
by extending Marino et al.[73] with ? (“unknown”) types. As a gradual typing system, GE excels in
scenarios such as prototyping. The system is also unique in its insight by viewing ? type concretization
as an abstract interpretation problem. Our work shares the high-level philosophy of GE — mixing static
typing and dynamic typing for effect reasoning — but the two systems are orthogonal in approaches. For
example, GE programs may run into runtime type errors, whereas our programs do not. Foundationally,
the power of intensional effect polymorphism lies upon how parametric polymorphism and intensional
type analysis interact — a System F framework on the famous lambda cube — whereas frameworks
based on gradual typing are not. Other than gradual typing, other solutions to mix static typing and
dynamic typing include the Dynamic type [1], soft typing [24] and Hybrid Type Checking [47]. From
the perspective of the lambda cube, their expressiveness is on par with gradual typing.
Intensional type analysis by Harper and Morrisett [57] is a framework with many extensions (e.g.,
[32]). We apply it in the context of effect reasoning, and the intentionality in our system is achieved
through dynamic typing, instead of typecase-style inspection on polymorphic types. To the best of
our knowledge, our system is the first hybrid effect system built on top of the intensional type analysis.
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Existential types are commonly used for type abstraction and information hiding. They are also
suggested [57, 100] to capture the notion of Dynamic type [1]. Our use of existential types are closer
to the latter application, except that we aim to differentiate (and connect) the types at compile time and
the types at run time, instead of pessimistically viewing the former as Dynamic. We are unaware of
the use of bounded existential types to connect the two type representations.
Effect systems are an important reasoning aid with many applications. For example, beyond the
application domains we described in §3.1, they are also known to be useful for safe dynamic updating
[77] and checked exceptions [12, 65].
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we develop a new foundation for type-and-effect systems, where static effect reason-
ing is coupled with intensional effect analysis powered by dynamic typing. We describe how a precise,
sound, and efficient hybrid reasoning system can be constructed, and demonstrate its applications in
concurrent programming, memoization, information security and UI access.
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CHAPTER 4. FIRST-CLASS EFFECTS REFLECTION
Type-and-effect systems, either purely static [72, 80, 113], dynamic [11, 63, 86] or hybrid [10, 59],
have proven to be useful for program construction, reasoning, and verification. In existing approaches,
the logic of accessing effects and making decisions over them — is defined by the language designer,
and supported by the compiler or the runtime system. The end-user programmer is generally a consumer
of the “hardcoded” logic for effect management.
The inspiration of this chapter arose from our endeavor to improve flexibility and precision for effect
analyses. We explore two fundamental questions. First, are there benefits of empowering programmers
with application-specific effect management? Second, is there a principled design for the effect man-
agement, so that programmers are endowed with powerful abstractions while in the meantime provided
with strong correctness guarantees?
In this chapter, we develop first-class effects, a novel type-and-effect system where the effects of
program expressions are available as first-class values to programmers. The resulting calculus, λfc, is
endowed with powerful programming abstractions and a novel type system.
λfc Programming Abstractions With λfc, the lifecycle of effect management over program ex-
pressions becomes part of the program itself. Effects become first-class citizens, supported by three
interconnected programming abstractions:
[EFFECT REFLECTION] Programmers can query the effect of any expression e through a λfc primi-
tive, query e, and the resulting value is a first-class value we call an effect closure.
[EFFECT INSPECTION] The structure and memory access details represented by an effect closure can
be analyzed through a λfc effect pattern matching expression, enabling effect-based dispatch to
naturally support effect-guided programming.
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category scheduling strategy
FIFO [117]
LIFO [63]
random scheduling [59]
inherit from previous decisions [63]
write before read chapter 5
ordering tasks with less effects first chapter 5
strategy tasks with more effects first chapter 5
concurrent read, exclusive write [59, 117]
conflicting tasks in same thread [63, 84]
task fusion [37, 86]
divide into no conflicting groups of tasks [86]
execute conflicting tasks concurrently [21, 23, 43]
suspend conflicting tasks [121]
conflict latent effect conflict detection [16]
detection pairwise tasks conflict detection[59]
strategy conflict detection with only the last task chapter 5
task group conflict detection [117]
custom tolerate write/write conflict [43, 76]
conflict tolerate read/write conflict [43, 76]
model privatization [20, 86, 98]
speculation [98]
Table 4.1 An Example λfc Client Domain: The Menagerie of Scheduling Strategies
[EFFECT REALIZATION] The dual of effect reflection is effect realization: the λfc realize e expres-
sion allows an effect closure e to be realized, i.e., the expression, where the effect abstracts from,
to be evaluated.
Foundationally, effect reflection and effect realization are the introduction and elimination of first-
class effects, in the form of the effect closure. Each effect closure is not only comprised of type-based
encoding of the effects of the computation, but also the computation itself. As effect closures may cross
modularity boundaries, effect closure can be intuitively viewed as “effect-carrying code.”
The direct benefit of first-class effects is its support in flexible effect-guided programming. For
example, thread scheduling in concurrent programs is an active and prolific area of research, known to
have diverse strategies on schedule ordering, conflict detection, and conflict modeling (see Figure 4.1
for some examples). With first-class effects, programmers can flexibly develop different strategies, such
as “if the effects of the tasks commute, then execute them concurrently, otherwise sequentially.” We will
demonstrate some λfc programming examples for effect-aware scheduling — and applications beyond
scheduling — in §4.1. Overall, a variety of meta-level designs currently “hidden” behind the compiler
and language runtime are now in the hands of programmers.
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λfc Type System Design The grand challenge of designing an expressive and flexible program-
ming model lies in principled and precise reasoning. Several hurdles exist in first-class effects.
First, dynamically querying the effect of an expression is tantamount to dynamic typing in a type-
and-effect system. Compared with traditional effect systems [72, 113], enforcing soundness and main-
taining efficiency are both non-trivial tasks when dynamic typing is mixed with static typing.
Second, despite the dynamic features inherent in first-class effects, it should remain a high priority
to provide programmers static guarantees over effects. In addition to the more mundane goal of provid-
ing precise type structures to track first-class effect values, a feature highly desirable in effect-guided
programming is to provide static guarantees to custom effect management. For example, program-
mers would wish to know whether the scheduling strategies implemented by their program — such as
write-before-read — are enforced statically.
Third, programming with first-class effects may introduce unique challenges on program under-
standing if the underlying language is poorly designed. For instance, a programmer may wish to express
that if the effect x of expression e is a subset of the effect y of expression e’, then make a run-time
decision (e.g., going to Mars). In practice however, the programmer in effect-guided programming in-
deed means that, if the trace — informally, the “post-evaluation effect” — of expression e is a subset
of the trace of expression e’, then go to Mars. Unfortunately, effects are pre-evaluation and traces are
post-evaluation, and the two do not always correspond. An overly relaxed language design may allow
a surprising program behavior where the spaceship is Mars-bound when the traces of e and e’ do not
conform to subsetting but the effects do.
We meet the first challenge through a hybrid type system, an instance of type systems hybridizing
static and dynamic analyses (e.g., [106]), and more concretely, a member of small but growing family
of hybrid type-and-effect systems [10, 59, 68]. We further come up with an optimized operational
semantics where full-fledged dynamic typing is unnecessary. We address the second challenge through
a refinement type system design. Custom, refined, and application-specific predicates over first-class
effects may be statically verified. To address the third challenge, we introduce a novel notion of trace
consistency, which intuitively says that any dynamic decision made over effects also holds for their
corresponding traces. We are able to establish trace consistency for all programs written in first-class
effects.
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feature benefit reason
effect reflection precision employs run-time type informationflexibility allows dynamic effect computation
predicated flexibility allows custom effect inspection
effect program facilitates refinement typinginspection correctness
effect closure flexibility implements first-class effectssoundness connects expression and effect
refinement program provides refined static guaranteestype correctness
double-bounded flexibility provides dual views of effects
effects soundness enforces trace consistency
polarity support flexibility enables non-monotone operatorssoundness enforces trace consistency
Table 4.2 A Summary of λfc Features
The by-products of enforcing trace consistency are two type system features that may be interesting
in its own right. First, effects in λfc have both upper and lower bound, which correspond to the duality
of “may-effect”, i.e., over-approximation and “must-effect”, i.e., under-approximation. Double-bounded
effects not only play a pivotal role in enforcing trace consistency, but also can be viewed independently
as capturing the duality of permission [53] vs. obligation [18] in effect reasoning. Second, we introduce
a notion of polarity to predicates defined over effects, providing a general solution to a long-standing
problem in type-and-effect systems: reasoning about non-monotone effect operators [16, 73].
4.1 Motivating Applications
In this section, we motivate first-class effects through a number of applications ranging from custom
effect-aware scheduling, to version-consistent dynamic software updating, to data security. We are
aimed at demonstrating the benefits of first-class effects in two folds. First, it provides flexible and
expressive abstractions to address challenging patterns of effect-guided programming. Second, it helps
programmers design programs where effect analysis and manipulation are “correct-by-design,” with
refined guarantees specific to individual applications.
4.1.1 Custom Effect-Aware Schedulers
We start by illustrating how first-class effects may help programmers implement a simple ordering
strategy in Figure 4.1, write-before-read. The resulting program in first-class effects can be found in
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Server - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 let scheduler = λ x1:exact, x2:exact, buf: Refr Int.
2 let (p, c) = effcase x1, x2:
3 | _, EC(l1 ∼ u1) where wrr /<<: u1 =>(x1, x2)
4 | EC(l0 ∼ u0), _ where wrr <<: l0 =>(x1, x2)
5 | default =>(x2, x1) in
6 {wrr <<: c |−> wrr <<: p} realize p; realize c
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Client - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
7 let client = λ buf: Refr Int. let reader = (query !buf) in
8 let writer = (query buf := 1) in
9 scheduler reader writer buf in
10 client (if 1 > 0 then refr1 0 else refr2 0)
notation meaning
query e effect reflection
effcase x : T where P ⇒ e predicated effect dispatch
realize e effect realization
x ∼ y lower bound x effect & upper bound y
EC(x ∼ y) effect closure type
x <<:y effect x is a subset of y
x /<<:y x is not a subset of y
|−> logical implication
{P}e refinement type
wrr write effect to region r
exact lower and upper bounds are equal
Figure 4.1 A Producer-First Scheduler (The new notations introduced by first-class effects are ex-
plained on the table below the listing.)
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Figure 4.1, where the scheduler executes the “producer” task (i.e., the one that writes to the region
r) first, given the two input tasks x1 and x2. The two tasks are !buf and buf := 1 respectively,
created by the client. Both tasks are parameterized by region parameter r, which at run time, may
either be constant region r1 or constant region r2.
Under the backdrop of purely static effect systems, this simple program highlights a number of
programming challenges in effect-guided programming:
• [DYNAMIC EFFECT SUPPORT] The scheduler and the client could be deployed across
modularity boundaries, such as on different OS domains or different machines. Even though it
is easy to precisely specify the effects of the two tasks !buf and buf := 1 on the client
side, any practical scheduler should make no assumption on what the effects of x1 and x2
are. (The more general case is the scheduler takes a set of tasks as arguments.)
• [REFLECTION DESIGN] It requires principled design where the program fragment to produce the
effect (such as the two tasks !buf and buf := 1) and that to inspect and manipulate the effect
(such as checking whether said effect is a read or write) are unified under one program.
• [CUSTOM CORRECTNESS-BY-DESIGN] It is not obvious whether the program indeed has im-
plemented the write-before-read strategy.
Dynamic Effect Support We address the first challenge through two programming abstractions:
the query expression for dynamic effect querying, and the effcase expression for dynamic effect in-
spection. The query expression plays an interesting role in effect reasoning: it enables dynamic effect
reasoning, which allows runtime information to be used in effects computation, and hence improves the
precision of effect reasoning. For example, on line 7, λfc is capable of computing the effect as reading
from region r1, instead of the more conservative “the union of r1 and r2.” The effcase expression
is evocative of the typecase design to allow programmers to pattern-match the effect, lines 2-5. For
example, the scheduler is able to tell which task(s) will write to r and execute writer before
reader. Indeed, should we replace line 9 with scheduler writer reader buf, it can still
schedule the producer first.
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With the dual query/effcase design, effect querying is decoupled from effect inspection and effect-
based decision making. This is useful in practice, because querying (dynamic typing) may incur runtime
overhead, and the decoupling allows programmers to decide when the query should happen. For exam-
ple, on line 7 and 8, the programmer says that the client should shoulder the overhead of effect query,
not the server. In a similar vein, such a design allows effect of an expression to be queried once and
used multiple times.
Reflection Design A core design question is what constitutes an effect value in a first-class effect
system. One obvious choice is to represent the effect value just as a type. The opportunity such a
design misses out on is a common idiom in effect-guided programming: the reason why programmers
wish to query and inspect an effect in the first place is to evaluate the expression the aforementioned
effect abstractly represents. For example, the reason we perform effect analysis over the tasks in this
example is to schedule and run the tasks at the opportune moment. In first-class effects, we represent
the first-class effect value as an effect closure, a combination of the effect type and the expression the
effect abstractly represents. An effect closure can be passed across modular boundary, e.g., line 9, which
can now be viewed as a form of “effect-carrying code.” Ultimately, we use the realize e expression to
evaluate the expression the effect closure e abstractly represents.
In this light, the query expression in first-class effects can also be viewed as a simple form of
reflection whereas the realize is analogous to reification. To the best of our knowledge, this is a novel
design in hybrid/dynamic effect reasoning systems.
Custom Correctness-By-Design We provide static guarantees for custom-defined predicates over
first-class effects through a decidable refinement type system. For example, on line 6, the intuition that
the scheduler should be “producer-first” is captured by the refinement type {wrr <<: c |−> wrr
<<: p}, which reads if c writes r, then (logical implication |−>) p must also write r. Our refinement
type system design is intimately linked to our programming abstraction of effect inspection: the case
analysis of the effcase expression is predicated [44, 74]. For example, we are capable of typechecking
the program with the refinement type above, thanks to the predicates associated with the effcase cases
from lines 3-5.
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A crucial question in this design space is whether the static guarantees represented in the form of
refinement types matters for the program run-time behavior, and if so, what they say about the run-time
behavior. We define the notion of trace consistency: for any well-typed expression whose refinement
type has a predicate defined over effects, the “corresponding” predicate — identical except that every
occurrence of the effect is replaced with corresponding memory accesses when said effect is realized
— still holds. For example, if the refinement type, {wrr <<: c |−> wrr <<: p}, type checks, the
memory traces of evaluating c and p are fc and fp respectively, then the formula {wrr <<: fc |−> wrr
fp} will always be true.
Effects in λfc have both lower and upper bounds, e.g., line 3 says x2 has must effect of l1 and
may effect of u1. We will motivate the design of double-bounded effects in §4.1.3 and §4.1.4.
Additional Examples on Scheduling First-class effects increase the flexibility of effect systems
by allowing programmers design and customize effect-aware scheduling strategies, such as producer
prioritized scheduling. As shown in Figure 4.1, other strategies are possible.
4.1.2 Version-Consistent Dynamic Software Update
Dynamic software update (DSU) [78] allows software to be updated to a new version for evolution
without halting or restarting the software. DSU patches running software with new code on-the-fly.
An important property of DSU is version consistency (VC) [77]. For VC, programmers specify pro-
gram points where updates could be applied. Code within two immediate update points is viewed as a
transaction, i.e., we execute either the old version of the transaction or the new version completely.
The listing in Figure 4.2 defines a piece of data and two functions fun1, an empty function, and
fun0, which increments the input by 1. Programmers would like to let a list of three blocks of code
in transaction, lines 16-18 to be a transaction. The three blocks invoke the functions fun0 and
fun1 and finally read the data. Because one of the functions increases data by one, the final result
should be !data + 1. An example update, lines 14-15, swaps the bodies of the functions fun0 and
fun1. One approach is to delay the update until the end of transaction, i.e., after the last block
!data finishes execution. In this case, the transaction executes the old version in the current invocation
and will execute the new version in the next invocation.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Server - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 let run1 = λ prologue, epilogue, update.
2 case epilogue of
3 | [] = realize update
4 | h:t = effcase prologue, epilogue, update:
5 |EC(xl ∼ xu), EC(yl ∼ yu), EC(zl ∼ zu) where zu # xu ∨ zu # yu
6 =>{prologue # update ∨ epilogue
# update} realize update; realize epilogue
7 | default => h; run1 (query (realize prologue); h) t in
8 let run = λ transaction, update.
9 run1 (query 0) transaction update
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Client - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
11 let data = refu 0 in
12 let fun0 = refr λx. x := !x + 1 in
13 let fun1 = refw λx. 1 in
14 let update = query (fun0:= (λx. 1);
15 fun1:= (λx. x:= !x + 1)) in
16 let transaction = query [fun0 data,
17 fun1 data,
18 !data] in
19 run transaction update
Figure 4.2 Dynamic Software Updating in First-Class Effects to Preserve Consistency [77].
To increase update availability while ensuring VC, we would like to apply the update when it is
available instead of at the end of transaction, e.g., the swapping update happens correctly if it is
patched after the second block of code fun1 data. Here we have executed the two functions whose
bodies are to be swapped. The transaction executes the old version completely and the final value
of data is 1. In contrast, assuming that the updated is patched after fun0 data, where we have
executed the old version of fun0 and increased data by 1. We will execute the new version of fun1,
which also increases data by 1. The final result is 2, which is unintuitive to programmers.
The second update violates VC, we execute part old code fun0, part new code fun1 and the final
result is not correct.
Observe that first-class effects could help reason about whether a patch violates VC at any specific
program point. If the effects σi of the patch do not conflict (#) with the effects σp of code of the
transaction before the update, noted as prologue, or effects σe of the code after, noted as epilogue, the
immediate update (IU) respects VC (details see [77]). In the nutshell, if σi#σp, IU is equivalent to
applying the update at the beginning of the transaction. On the other hand, if σi#σe, IU is equivalent to
applying the update at the end of the transaction. This logic of the effects checking is implemented in
method run1 on lines 1-7. It first checks whether the transaction is done, line 3, i.e., the epilogue
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is an empty list []. If so, the update could be applied immediately. Otherwise, effect inspection is
used to analyze whether the effects of the update conflict with both prologue and epilogue. If
there are no conflicts, line 5, update could also be applied at this point. Otherwise, the update needs
to be delayed.
For example, the effects of the patch on line 15 is writing to the two functions, wrr Int, wrw Int, the
effects of the there blocks of the transaction are below, and 3 and 5 represent the effects of the block
conflict and do not conflict with the swapping update, respectively:
!fun0 data rdr Int , rdu Int 5
!fun1 data rdw Int , rdu Int 5
!data rdu Int 3
The update is problematic after the first block, because σi conflicts with both σp and σe, while it is
okay after the second block because σi only conflicts with σp, but not σe.
First-class effects are very well-suited for this application. First, it allows programmers to query the
effect of the update, which is important because the update is not available until at runtime. Second,
it allows programmers to define their custom conflicting (#) function, such as the ones shown in the
custom conflict model section in Figure 4.1, that can go beyond the standard definition “two effects
conflict if they access the same memory region” [77], e.g., conflicts on statistical data does not affect
the final results of a program and thus could be ignored [43, 76]. Programmers let the type system know
this important fact by writing custom effect analyses in predicated pattern matching, line 5. Finally,
first-class effects allow programmers to define custom VC correctness criteria, e.g., on line 6, it says
the update could only be applied if its effects do not conflict with both prologue and epilogue.
This refinement type will be statically verified by λfc’s type system.
4.1.3 Data Zeroing
Information security is of growing importance in applications which interact with third-party library,
available only at runtime. Consider an example of a bank account in Figure 4.3. It stores the password
in the variable pw. It has a method close, which will be invoked when a client closes the account.
This method accepts a third-party library x which displays advertisements when the account is closed
[28].
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bank account - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 let pw = refr 12 in
2 let close = λx.effcase x:
3 |EC(l∼u) where wrr <<: l => {wrr <<: x} realize x
4 |default => pw := -9 in
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Third party libraries - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5 close (query pw := -9); // Safe Library
6 close (query (if 0 then pw := -9)) // Unsafe
Figure 4.3 Data Zeroing in First-Class Effects Against Leakage of Sensitive Data.
The library could be malicious (e.g., line 6), thus enforcing the security policy that no sensitive
data are leaked by the library is vital in protecting the system [28]. We use the zeroing strategy [120].
At runtime, we programmatically analyze the effects of the library and execute it only if it destroys
(overwrite) the password in the must effect wrr<<:y, to avoid the recovery of the original password.
Double-Bounded Effects The must-may effect distinction in λfc is crucial for program correct-
ness. In traditional type-and-effect systems [72, 113], effects are conservative approximations of ex-
pressions. This “may-effect” (i.e., over-approximation) may not be expressive enough for a number of
applications, including data zeroing. Image the program that would be identical to the one in Figure 4.3
except that the effcase expression where the case on line 3 is predicated by the may effect, i.e., wrr
<<:u. The may-effect view would allow the case to be selected as long as u may write to region r,
such as the problematic client on line 6. Since the may-effect is an over approximation, the evaluation
of the expression may not write to r at all! As a consequence, the pw is not overridden and could be
leaked in the future! With double-bounded effects, the distinction is explicit, and programmers use the
must effects on line 3 to ensure that the pw must be overridden. We will explain how λfc prevents the
misuse of the must and may effect in §4.1.4.
The general-purpose zeroing policy is useful in detecting malicious library in many systems, but
clients may desire other special-purpose policies, such as the password is not directly read by the library,
a.k.a confidentiality. In first-class effects, by substituting line 3 with EC(l ∼ u) where wrr <<:l ∧
rdr /<<: u, we ensure that the password is not read in the current execution, it is destroyed and thus
can not be read in the future, through the combination of confidentiality and zeroing. Other applicable
policies are shown in Figure 4.3.
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how why
zeroing [120] destroy/overwrite sensitive data
confidentiality [28] can not read sensitive data
integrity [28] can not write sensitive data
multiple accesses [104] can access a subset of data, but not all
negative authorization [14] can only read non-sensitive data
weak authorization [14] overridable policy
Table 4.3 Representative Information Security Policies in First-Class Effects.
Summary The flexibility of λfc is on par with other security systems and λfc shares the phi-
losophy of improving the flexibility of meta-level designs “hidden" behind effect system by allowing
programmers to define custom policy.
4.1.4 Monotonicity and Polarity
Before we delve into the formal development, let us illustrate one dimension of first-class effects
design critical for establishing trace consistency. Consider a simple example:
EXAMPLE 4.1.1 Imagine we only have a traditional may-effect system. (This can be written in λfc
where the lower-bound effect is not used.) The intention of the programmer is still to follow the strat-
egy of write-before-read. However, the following program, if it were to typecheck, would execute the
reader first, because the may-effects represented by both reader and writer are wrr.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Client2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 let scheduler = λ x1, x2, buf: Refr Int.
2 let (p, c) = effcase x1, x2:
3 | _, EC(_ ∼ u1) where wrr /<<: u1 =>(x1, x2)
4 | EC(_ ∼ u0), _ where wrr <<: u0 =>(x1, x2)
5 | default =>(x2, x1)in
6 {wrr <<: c |−> wrr <<: p} realize p; realize c
7 let buf = refr 0 in
8 let reader = (query if 0 < 1 then buf := 1) in
9 let writer = (query buf := 1) in
10 scheduler reader writer
This program will fail type checking in λfc, through a polarity-based type system design. In λfc,
each n-arity custom predicate is labeled with n polarities, one for each argument. Intuitively, each
polarity indicates how effect subsumption affects predicate implication at that argument. To illustrate,
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polarity name example source
− monotone decreasing LHS of <<: may effect
+ monotone increasing RHS of <<: must effect
i invariant == may equals must
Table 4.4 Effect Operators and their Corresponding Polarities.
e ::= b | λx : T.e | x | e e expressions
| let x = e in e | e||e
| ref ρ T e | !e | e := e reference
| if e then e else e branching
| effcase x : T where P ⇒ e effect dispatch
| query e effect reflection
| realize e effect realization
P ::= b | P ∧ P | P ∨ P | ¬P | R σ predicate
g ::= α type variable
| γ region variable
| ς effect variable
T ::= Bool | α | Refρ T type
| T σ∼σ′−−−→ T′ function type
| EC(T, σ ∼ σ′) effect type
ρ ::= r | γ | ρ region
σ ::= piρT | ς | σ effect
pi ::= init | rd | wr allocation, read and write
b ::= true | false boolean
Figure 4.4 λfc Abstract Syntax.
consider the operator <<:, λfc assigns the RHS of <<: with a + polarity to indicate the RHS fol-
lows monotone increasing reasoning: x0<<:x1 entails x0<<:x2, given x1<<:x2. Examples for other
polarities, such as − and i, are shown in the table below.
When effects are applied to the predicate <<:, only the must-effect can be applied to the + polarity
position, and only the may-effect can be applied to the − polarity position. By carefully regulating the
interaction between may-must effects and predicate polarity, our type system is capable of maintaining
trace consistency. This is the key reason why the program above fails to type check, on line 4. We
introduce a full-fledged description of polarity support in §4.4.1.
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4.2 λfc: a Calculus with First-Class Effects
The abstract syntax of λfc with first-class effects, but without refinement types, is defined in Fig-
ure 4.4. We defer the discussion of refinement type with effect polarities to §4.4. Our calculus is built
on top of an imperative region-based λ calculus. Expressions are mostly standard, except the constructs
for effect analyses. As parallel programs serve as an important application domain of first-class ef-
fects, we support the parallel composition expression e||e. We model branching and boolean values
explicitly, because they are useful to highlight features such as double bounded effects. The sequential
composition e;e′ in the examples is the sugar form of let x = e in e′.
Effect management consists of the key abstractions described in §4.1.1. Expression query e dy-
namically computes the effect of expression e. The result of a query is an effect closure. Programmers
can inspect the closure x with effcase x : T where P ⇒ e. The expression pattern-matches the clo-
sure against the type patterns T. P is type constraint to further refine pattern matching. It supports
connectives of proposition logic, together with the atomic n-ary form R σ, left abstract, which can be
concretized into different forms for different concrete languages.
Effects and Effect Types. Effects are region accesses and have the form piρT, representing an
access right pi to values in region ρ. Access rights include allocation init, read rd and write wr.
Compared with existing effect systems, our system supports both must- and may-effects. Function
types T σ∼σ
′−−−→ T′ specifies a function from T to T′ with must-effect σ and may-effect σ′ as the effects
of the function body.
Effect closure type has the form EC(T, σ ∼ σ′). The value it represents produces must-effect σ,
may-effect σ′ upon realization, and the realized expression has type T. When T is not used (e.g., in
Figure 4.1), we shorten the closure as EC(σ ∼ σ′). With λfc, programmers can inspect the structure
of effects, allowing latent effect associated with higher-order function to be analyzed or more generally
any effects nested in the types, e.g., for a single instruction multiple data (SIMD) application, with the
effcase expression, programmers can inspect the type, as well as the latent effects of the instruction to
verify the concurrency safety. In contrast, traditional systems [59, 68, 117] will create a task for each
data, and check that the effects of each pair of tasks do not interfere, that can lead to O(n2) checks,
where n is the size of the data. In a similar vein, such a design eases the effects reasoning of the map,
filter, select functions in the MapReduce and ParallelArray framework [35, 64].
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Regions. The domain of regions is the disjoint union of a set of constants r. The region abstracts
memory locations in which it will be allocated at runtime. Our notion of region is standard [72, 113]. In
λfc, allocation sites are explicitly labelled with regions. Region inference is feasible [49, 53], an issue
orthogonal to our interest.
In λfc, type α, effect ς , and region γ variables are cumulatively referred to as “pattern variables”,
and we use a metavariable g for them. A type variable α can be used in the effcase expressions to match
any type T, given that the constraint P is satisfied if α is substituted with T, similar for effect and region
variables.
Before we proceed, let us provide some notations and convenience functions used for the rest of the
chapter. Functions dom and rng are the conventional domain and range functions. Substitution θ maps
type variables α to types T, region variables γ to regions ρ, and effect variables ς to effects σ. Comma
is used for sequence concatenation.
4.3 A Base Type System with Double-Bounded Effects
The key innovations of our type system design are twofold. First, it uses double bounded types to
capture must-may effects. Second, it employs refinement types to fulfill hybrid effect reasoning. We
present double-bounded effects in this section, and delay refinement types to §4.4.
4.3.1 Subtyping
Relation T <: T′ says T is a subtype of T′ defined in Figure 4.5. The subtyping relation is reflexive
and transitive. Reference ref types follow invariant subtyping, except that the regions in the ref types
follow covariant subtyping.
The highlight of the subtyping relation lies in the treatment of the must-may effects. In (sub-
FUN), observe that must-effects and may-effects follow opposite directions of subtyping: may-effects
are covariant whereas must-effects are contravariants. Intuitively, for a program point that expects a
function that must produce effect σ, it is always OK to be provided with a function that must produce
a “superset effect” of σ. On the flip side, for a program point that expects a function that may produce
effect σ, it is always OK to be provided with a function that may produce a “subset effect” of σ.
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Subtyping: T <: T′
(sub-REFL)
T <: T
(sub-TRANS)
T <: T′′ T′′ <: T′
T <: T′
(sub-REF)
ρ ⊆ ρ′
Refρ T <: Refρ′ T
(sub-FUN)
T′x <: Tx T <: T
′ σ2 ⊆ σ0 σ1 ⊆ σ3
Tx
σ0∼σ1−−−−→ T <: T′x σ2∼σ3−−−−→ T′
(sub-EC)
T <: T′ σ2 ⊆ σ0 σ1 ⊆ σ3
EC(T, σ0 ∼ σ1) <: EC(T′, σ2 ∼ σ3)
Figure 4.5 The Subtyping Relation.
Type Checking: Γ ` e : T, σ ∼ σ′
(T-SWITCH)
Γ ` x : EC(T, σ ∼ σ′), ∅ ∼ ∅ ∃θ .(θEC(Ti, σi ∼ σ′i) <: EC(T, σ ∼ σ′)), for all i ∈ {1 . . . n}
∃ς . Tn = ς ∧ Pn = true Γ,x 7→ EC(Ti, σi ∼ σ′i) ` ei : T, σ′′i ∼ σ′′′i , for all i ∈ {1 . . . n}
Γ ` effcase x : EC(T, σ ∼ σ′) where P ⇒ e : T,∩i∈{1...n}σ′′i ∼ ∪i∈{1...n}σ′′′i
(T-QUERY)
Γ ` e : T, σ ∼ σ′
Γ ` query e : EC(T, σ ∼ σ′), ∅ ∼ ∅
(T-REALIZE)
Γ ` e : EC(T, σ0 ∼ σ1), σ2 ∼ σ3
Γ ` realize e : T, σ0 ∪ σ2 ∼ σ1 ∪ σ3
Figure 4.6 Typing Rules.
As expected, effect subsumption in our system — the “superset effect” and the “subset effect” — is
supported through set containment over σ elements. Effect closure types follow a similar design, as
seen in (sub-EC).
Our covariant design of may-effects and contravariant design of must-effects on the high level is
aligned with the intuition that along the data flow path, the dual bounds of a function, or those of a
first-class effect closure may potentially be “loosened.”
4.3.2 Type Checking
Type environment Γ maps variables to types:
Γ ::= x 7→ T
Notation Γ(x) denotes T if the rightmost occurrence of x : T′ for any T′ in Γ is x : T.
Type checking is defined through judgment Γ ` e : T, σ ∼ σ′, defined in Figure 4.6. The judgment
says under type environment Γ, expression e has type T, must-effect σ and may-effect σ′. Subtyping
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is represented in the type checking process through (T-SUB), which follows the same pattern to treat
must-may effects as in function subtyping and effect closure subtyping.
Effect Bound Reasoning. If effect bounds are “loosened” along the data flow path as we discussed,
the interesting question is when the bounds are “tightened”. To answer this question, observe that
traditional effect systems can indeed be viewed as a (degenerate) double-bounded effect system, where
the must-effect is always the empty set.
Our type system on the other hand computes the must-effect along the type checking process. Note
that in (T-IF), the must-effect of the branching expression is the intersection of the must-effects of
the then branch and the else branch, unioned with the must-effect of the conditional expression. For
example, given an expression as follows and that val is in region r, the must- and may-effects are
{rdr} and {rdr,wrr} respectively:
if x > 0 then !val else val := !val + 1
The must-effect of the effcase expression is computed in an analogous fashion, as shown in the
(T-EFFCASE) rule.
Typing Effect Operators. (T-QUERY) shows the expression to introduce an effect closure — the
query expression — is typed as an effect closure type, including both the static type of the to-be-
dynamically-typed expression, and its double-bounded effects as reasoned by the static system. In
other words, even though first-class effects will be computed at runtime based on information garnered
from (the more precise) dynamic typing, our static type system still makes its best effort to type this
first-class value, instead of viewing it as an opaque “top” type of the effect closure kind.
The dual of the query expression is the realize expression. Intuitively, this expression “eliminates”
the effect closure, and evaluates the expression carried by the closure, which for convenience we call the
passenger expression. (T-REALIZE) is defined to be consistent with this view. It says that the expression
should have the type of the passenger expression, and the effects should include both those of the
expression that will evaluate to the effect closure, and those of the passenger expression.
The (T-EFFCASE) rule shows that the effcase expression predictably follows the pattern matching
semantics. The variable to inspect must represent an effect closure. To avoid unreachable patterns,
the type system ensures every type pattern is indeed satisfiable through substitution and subtyping. In
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addition, λfc requires that the last pattern be a pattern variable, which matches any type, serving as the
explicit “default” clause [1].
Type Checking: Γ ` e : T, σ ∼ σ′
(T-ABS)
Γ,x 7→ T ` e : T′, σ ∼ σ′
Γ ` λx : T.e : T σ∼σ′−−−→ T′, ∅ ∼ ∅
(T-APP)
Γ ` e : T σ0∼σ1−−−−→ T′, σ2 ∼ σ3
Γ ` e′ : T, σ4 ∼ σ5
Γ ` e e′ : T′, σ0 ∪ σ2 ∪ σ4 ∼ σ1 ∪ σ3 ∪ σ5
(T-BOOL)
Γ ` b : Bool, ∅ ∼ ∅
(T-SUB)
Γ ` e : T, σ ∼ σ′ T <: T′
σ0 ⊆ σ σ′ ⊆ σ1
Γ ` e : T′, σ0 ∼ σ1
(T-LET)
Γ ` e : T, σ0 ∼ σ1
Γ,x 7→ T ` e′ : T′, σ2 ∼ σ3
Γ ` let x = e in e′ : T′, σ0 ∪ σ2 ∼ σ1 ∪ σ3
(T-GET)
Γ ` e : Refρ T, σ ∼ σ′
Γ `! e : T, σ ∪ rdρT ∼ σ′ ∪ rdρT
(T-REF)
Γ ` e : T, σ ∼ σ′
Γ ` ref ρ T e : Refρ T, σ ∪ initρT ∼ σ′ ∪ initρT
(T-SET)
Γ ` e : Refρ T, σ0 ∼ σ1 Γ ` e′ : T, σ2 ∼ σ3
Γ ` e := e′ : T, σ0 ∪ σ2 ∪ wrρT ∼ σ1 ∪ σ3 ∪ wrρT
(T-VAR)
Γ(x) = T
Γ ` x : T, ∅ ∼ ∅
(T-PARA)
Γ ` e : T, σ0 ∼ σ1
Γ ` e : T′, σ2 ∼ σ3
Γ ` e||e′ : T′, σ0 ∪ σ2 ∼ σ1 ∪ σ3
(T-IF)
Γ ` e : Bool, σ0 ∼ σ1
Γ ` e0 : T, σ2 ∼ σ3 Γ ` e1 : T, σ4 ∼ σ5
Γ ` if e then e0 else e1 : T, σ0 ∪ (σ2 ∩ σ4) ∼ σ1 ∪ σ3 ∪ σ5
Figure 4.7 Typing Rules for Standard Expressions.
Standard Expressions. Other typing rules are mostly conventional and are shown in Figure 4.7.
Store operations (T-REF), (T-GET) and (T-SET) compute initialization init, read rd and write wr effects,
respectively. The typing of parallel composition is standard.
4.4 The Full-Fledged System
The type system in Figure 4.6 does not provide any static guarantees for expressions guarded by
the predicate P in the effcase expression. For example, in resource-aware scheduling (Figure 4.1),
the programmer may wish to be provided with the static guarantee that the order of buffer access is
preserved. We support this refined notion of reasoning through refinement types.
We extend the grammar of our language, in Figure 4.8, to allow the programmers to associate an
expression with a refinement type, denoting that the corresponding expression must satisfy the predicate
in the refinement type through static type checking.
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e ::= . . . | T e extended expression
T ::= {T, σ ∼ σ′|P} refinement type
T ::= . . . | T type
∆ ::= ς 7→V polarity environment
V ::= + | − | ∗ | i polarity
Subtyping: τ <: τ ′
(subr -REFINE)
P |−> P ′
Γ ` {T, σ ∼ σ′|P} <: {T, σ ∼ σ′|P ′}
For all other (subr -*) rules, each is isomorphic to its counterpart (sub-*) rule in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.8 λfc Extension with Refinement Types.
A refinement type T takes the form of {T, σ ∼ σ′|P}, where predicate P is used to refine the base
type T and effects σ ∼ σ′, a common notation in refinement type systems [27, 55, 82]. When T is not
referred to in other parts in the refinement type, we shorten the refinement as {σ ∼ σ′|P}, e.g., in the
zeroing example in Figure 4.3, {ef ∼ ef′|wrr <<: ef}. We extend the subtyping relation with one
additional rule, (subr -REFINE). Here, subtyping of refinement types is defined as the logical implication
|−> of the predicates of the two types.
4.4.1 Polarity Support
Polarity environment ∆, which will be used in type checking, maps effect variables ς to polarities
V. V can either be contravariant +, covariant −, invariant i and bivariant ∗. Intuitively, the + comes
from the must-effect, − comes from the may-effect. If must- and may-effects are exactly the same, it
induces invariant i, e.g., the predicate ==, which requires the effects of its LHS and RHS to be equal.
If ς appears in both must- and may-effects, but the effects are not the same, ς will be bivariant. The
subsumption relations of the variances form a lattice, defined in Figure 4.9, with the join unionsq going “up”.
Intuitively, an i can appear in a position where + is required, thus i is a “subtype” of +.
For a predicate of arity n, we say its position j (1 ≤ j ≤ n) to have contravariant polarity +
when effect subsumption of argument j is aligned with predicate implication, i.e., an application of
this predicate with argument j being σ always implies a predicate application identical with the former
except argument j being σ′ and σ ⊆ σ′, shown in (MONO- ↑ ) in Figure 4.10, where the V(R, j)
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Figure 4.9 Polarity Lattice.
(Figure 4.5) notation gets the jth polarity of the predicate R, e.g., V(<<:, 0) will return the polarity
of LHS of <<:, i.e., − and V(<<:, 1) will return RHS, i.e., +. Similarly, we say the position j of a
predicate to have covariant polarity− if an application of this predicate with argument j being σ always
implies a predicate application identical with the former except argument j being σ′ and σ′ ⊆ σ, as
(MONO- ↓ ). For non-monotone predicates (e.g., ==), the polarities + and − fall short:
EXAMPLE 4.4.1 (Effect Invariant for Non-monotone Effect Predicate) Programmers wish to check that
the effects of two expressions are equal, line 4. The non-monotone (for both LHS and RHS) predicate
== is satisfied for the call on line 5, but challenging for a system with co- or contra-variant polarities
alone.
1 let buf = refr -1 in
2 let fun = λ x:exact, y:exact.
3 effcase x, y:
4 | EC(α0, ς0 ∼ ς0),EC(α1, ς1 ∼ ς1) where ς0 == ς1 =>{y == x} x; y in
5 fun (query !buf) (query !buf);
6 fun (query buf := 0) (query !buf)
R LHS (j = 0) RHS (j = 1)
<<: −(may) +(must)
/<<: +(must) −(may)
# −(may) −(may)
== i(may and must) i(may and must)
Table 4.5 Polarities for Client Predicates (V(R, j)).
Note that the equivalent of the may-effects (or must-effect) of both sides does not guarantee the
equivalent of the traces (runtime memory accesses), e.g., for the following code, the two parameters
(line 8) are the same, but their runtime traces are not the same.
7 let same = (query if !buf < 0 then buf := 0) in
8 fun same same
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Predicate Implication: P |−> P
(MONO- ↑ )
V(R, j) = + σj ⊆ σ′j
R σσjσ′ |−> R σσ′jσ′
(MONO- ↓ )
V(R, j) = − σ′j ⊆ σj
R σσjσ′ |−> R σσ′jσ′
(IMP-∧0)
P ∧ P ′ |−> P
(IMP-∨0)
P |−> P ∨ P ′
(IMP-REFL)
P |−> P
(IMP-∧1)
P ∧ P ′ |−> P ′
(IMP-∨0)
P ′ |−> P ∨ P ′
(IMP-TRANS)
P |−> P ′ P ′ |−> P ′′
P |−> P ′′
Figure 4.10 Predicate Implication |−>.
The exact annotation solves this problem. This annotation requires that the may- and must-effects
of the expression are the same, inducing invariant. Since the trace is bounded by the same lower and
upper bound effects, it is tight. Given that x==y and that both x and y have tight bounds, their traces
must be equal.
The must-effect of the expression on line 7 is {rdr}, the may-effect is {rdr,wrr}, and thus its
effects are not exact and the function call, on line 8, fails static type checking. The effects of the four
queried expressions on lines 5-6 are exact. The calls on those two lines will type check statically. The
call on line 5 will satisfy the runtime predicate == and execute the code on line 4, while the call on line 8
will not satisfy the predicate and thus not execute the code on line 4. Similarly, the exact annotation
fulfills a similar task in Figure 4.1. Without exact, the program will not be sound.
4.4.2 Refinement Type Checking
Refinement type checking is defined through judgment ∆; Γ ` e : T, σ ∼ σ′ shown in Figure 4.11,
which extends the rules in Figure 4.6 with one additional rule (R-REFINE) for refinement typing and one
adaptation rule (R-EFFCASE) for typing predicated effect inspection. The rules ensure that the pattern
variables are properly used, e.g., a variable ς with− polarity should not appear in the position where the
predicate requires +, such as u0 on line 4 in Example 4.1.1. (R-REFINE) requires that the predicate in
the refinement type to be entailed from the predicates in the type environment. Function JΓK computes
the conjunction of all predicates that appear in the refinement types of Γ [29], defined in Figure 4.12.
The differences between (R-EFFCASE) and (T-EFFCASE) (in §4.3) are highlighted. We compute, via
the polar function defined in Figure 4.12, the polarity for each new effect variable appears in the pattern
matching types. An effect variable ς appearing in the must-effect, will have + polarity. If ς appears
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Refinement Type Checking: ∆; Γ ` e : T, σ ∼ σ′
(R-REFINE)
∆ ` P ∆; Γ ` e : T, σ ∼ σ′ JΓK |−> P
∆; Γ ` {T, σ ∼ σ′|P} e : T, σ ∼ σ′
(R-EFFCASE)
∆; Γ ` x : EC(T, σ ∼ σ′), ∅ ∼ ∅ ∃θ .(θEC(τi, σi ∼ σ′i) <: EC(T, σ ∼ σ′)), for all i ∈ {1 . . . n}
∃ς . τn = ς ∧ Pn = ∅ ∆i = ∆ unionsq polart(τi) unionsq polare(σi ∼ σ′i)
∆i ` Pi ∆i; Γ,x 7→ {EC(τi, σi ∼ σ′i), ∅ ∼ ∅|Pi} ` ei : T, σ′′i ∼ σ′′′i , for all i ∈ {1 . . . n}
∆; Γ ` effcase x : EC(T, σ ∼ σ′) where P ⇒ e : T,∩i∈{1...n}σ′′i ∼ ∪i∈{1...n}σ′′′i
For all other (R-*) rules, each is isomorphic to its counterpart (T-*) rule, except that every occurrence
of judgment Γ ` e : T, σ ∼ σ′ in the latter rule should be substituted with ∆; Γ ` e : T, σ ∼ σ′ in the
former.
Type Checking Predicate: ∆ ` P
¬∆ ` P
∆ ` ¬P
∆ ` P
∆ ` P ′
∆ ` P ∧ P ′
∆ ` P
∆ ` P ′
∆ ` P ∨ P ′
∀σj ∈ σ∀ς ∈ σj s.t. ς ∈ dom(∆).∆(ς) <: V(R, j)
∆ ` R σ
Figure 4.11 Typing Rules for Checking Refinement Types.
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Predicate Combination: JΓK = P
Jς 7→ {T, σ ∼ σ′|P}K = ∧nj=1 Pj
Environment Negation: ¬∆ = ∆
¬ς 7→V = ς 7→ ¬V
Polarity Negation: ¬V=V
¬+ = −
¬− = +
¬∗ = ∗
¬i = i
Computing ∆ from Type: polart(T) = ∆
polart(Bool) = ∅
polart(α) = ∅
polart(Refρ T) = polart(T)
polart(T
σ∼σ′−−−→ T′) = polart(T)unionsqpolart(T′)unionsqpolare(σ ∼ σ′)
polart(EC(T, σ ∼ σ′)) = polart(T)unionsqpolare(σ ∼ σ′)
Computing ∆ from Effect: polare(σ ∼ σ) = ∆
polare(ς ∼ ς) = ς 7→ i
polare(piρT ∼ pi′ρ′T′) = ∅
polare(ς ∪ σ ∼ σ′) = ς 7→ + unionsq polare(σ ∼ σ′)
polare(σ ∼ ς ∪ σ′) = ς 7→ − unionsq polare(σ ∼ σ′)
Figure 4.12 Functions for Computing Effect Polarity.
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in the may-effect, it will have − polarity. If the must- and may-effects are the same ς , ς has i polarity,
otherwise ς has ∗ polarity. We use the computed polarities to check the proper use of the effect variables
in each predicate, which is defined in the bottom of the same figure. For example, an effect variable ς
with + polarity should not appear in the position where the predicate requires −. Most of the checking
rules are rather predictable except for the predicate negation. To check the negation, we negate the
polarity environment ¬∆. For example, we require the may-effect of the LHS and must-effect of the
RHS of the predicate <<:, and for its negation /<<:, we require the must-effect of the LHS and may-
effect of the RHS. The custom predicates and their polarities specifications are shown in Figure 4.5. The
rules associate x with a refinement type that carries the guarded predicate, Pi in the typing environment,
which will be used to check the (R-REFINE) rule.
Effect closures in λfc are immutable. This language feature significantly simplifies the design
of refinement types in λfc, as the interaction between refinement types and mutable features would
otherwise be challenging [27].
4.5 Dynamic Semantics
This section describes λfc’s dynamic semantics. The highlight is to support runtime effects man-
agement and highly precise effects reasoning through dynamic typing.
Semantics Objects. λfc’s configuration consists of a store s, an expression e to be evaluated, and
an effects trace f , defined in Figure 4.13. These definitions are conventional. The domain of the store
consists of a set of references l. Each reference cell in s records a value, as well as the region r and type
T of the reference. The trace records the runtime accesses to regions along the evaluation, with init(r),
rd(r), and wr(r), denoting the initialization, read, and write to r, respectively. Traces only serve a role
in the soundness proofs, and thus are unnecessary in a λfc implementation. More specifically, we will
show that the trace is the “realized effects” of the effects computed by λfc.
The small-step semantics is defined as transition s;e; f → s′;e′; f ′. Given a store s and a trace
f , the evaluation of an expression e results in another expression e′, a (possibly updated) store s′, and
a trace f ′. The notation [x\v]e substitutes x with v in expression e. The notation→∗ represents the
reflexive-transitive closure of→.
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Definitions:
tc ::= 〈e,T, σ, σ′〉 effect closure
s ::= l→〈r,T〉 v store
f ::= acc(ρ) trace
v ::= b | λx : T.e | l | tc value
E ::= −| E e | v E | let x = E in e | ref ρ T E | !E | E := e | v := E evaluation context
| if E then e else e | realize E
Dynamic Typing: s; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ
(DT-LOC)
{l 7→〈ρ,T〉v} ∈ s
s; ∆; Γ D` l : Refr T, ∅ ∼ ∅
(DT-TYPE)
s; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ
s; ∆; Γ D` 〈e,T, σ, σ′〉 : EC(T, σ ∼ σ′), ∅ ∼ ∅
For all other (DT-*) rules, each is isomorphic to its counterpart (R-*) rule, except that every occurrence of
judgment ∆; Γ ` e : T, σ ∼ σ′ in the latter rule should be substituted with s; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ in the former.
Evaluation relation: s;e; f → s′;e′; f ′
(cxt) s;E[e]; f → s′;E[e′]; f, f ′ if s;e s′;e′; f ′
(app) s;λx : T.e v ⇒ s; [x\v]e; ∅
(let) s; let x = v in e⇒ s; [x\v]e; ∅
(if ) s; if b then e0 else e1 ⇒ s;e; ∅ if e = b ? e0 : e1
(get) s; !l⇒ s; v; rd(r) if {l 7→〈r,T〉v} ∈ s
(set) s; l := v ⇒ s, {l 7→〈r,T〉v}; v; wr(r) if {l 7→〈r,T〉v′} ∈ s
(ref ) s; ref r T v ⇒ s, {l 7→〈ρ,T〉v}; l; init(r) if l = freshloc()
(par) s;e||e′ ⇒ s;e0; ∅ if e0 = (e;e′) or (let x = e′ in e;x)
(qry) s; query e⇒ s; 〈e,T, σ, σ′〉 ; ∅ if s; ∅; ∅ D` e : T, σ ∼ σ′
(real) s; realize 〈e,T, σ, σ′〉 ⇒ s;e; ∅
(effc) s; effcase 〈e,T, σ, σ′〉 : T where P ⇒ e⇒ s; θei; ∅ if T <: θTi ∧ θPi ∧ ∀j < i,@θ′ . T <: θ′Tj ∧ θ′Pj
(rfmt) s; {T, σ0 ∼ σ1|P} e⇒ s;e; ∅ if s; ∅; ∅ D` e : T, σ ∼ σ′ ∧ σ0 ⊆ σ ∧ σ′ ⊆ σ1 ∧ P
Figure 4.13 λfc Operational Semantics.
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We highlight the first-class effects expressions.
Effect Querying as Dynamic Typing. The (QRY) rule illustrates the essence of λfc’s effect query-
ing. An effect query produces an effect closure, which encapsulates the queried expression and its
runtime type-and-effect.
Dynamic typing, defined in Figure 4.13, is used to compute the effects of the queried expression.
The dynamic type derivation has the form s; Φ; Γ D` e : T, σ, which extends static typing with two new
rules for reference value and effect closure typing.
At runtime, the free variables of the expressions will be substituted with values, e.g., in (LET) and
(APP). Thus, e in query e is no longer the same as what it was in the source program. These substituted
values carry more precise types, regions, and effects information, bringing to λfc a highly precise notion
of effects reasoning comparing to a static counterpart. Also the dynamic typing does not evaluate the
queried expression to compute effects, i.e., λfc is not an a posteriori effect monitoring system.
Effect Realization. Dual to the effect querying rule is the realization (REAL) rule, which “elimi-
nates” the effect closure 〈e,T, σ, σ′〉 and evaluates the passenger expression e. To show the validity of
the effect query in first-class effects, we will prove in Theorem 4.6.2, that if e is evaluated, its effects
will fall within the lower σ and upper bound σ′ effects. When the evaluation terminates, it reduces to a
value of type T, specified in the closure.
Effect-Guided Programming via Predicated Effect Inspection. The (EFFC) rule inspects the
type-and-effect of the closure. It searches the first matching target types and returns the corresponding
branch expression ei. Such type must be refined by the inner type of the effect closure, with proper
“alignment” by substituting the pattern effect variables in the target type with the corresponding effects.
It also requires that the substitution satisfies the target programmer-defined effect analyses predicate Pi.
Refinement expressions. The (RFMT) rule models refinement expressions. It retrieves the dynamic
effects of the subexpression and checks that they are the same as specified in the refinement type and that
the predicate is satisfied. The trace soundness property of our system guarantees that refinement type
checking at runtime (see Theorem 4.6.16) always succeeds. Therefore, these runtime types checking
can be treated as no-op.
Parallelism. The (PAR) rule simulates parallelism. Its treatment is standard, it nondeterministically
reduces to the sequential compositions e;e′ or let x = e′ in e;x. This treatment lets the result of e′
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be the final result. Due to the safety guarantee from §4.4, these two forms will reduce to the same result
[16] upon termination.
4.6 Meta-theory
This section proves the formal properties of λfc. We first show the standard soundness property
(§4.6.1). Next, we prove that the effect carried in the effect closure is valid (§4.6.2). Finally, we present
important trace consistency results for λfc in §4.6.3.
Before we proceed, let us first define two terms that will be used for the rest of the section.
Definition 4.6.1 [Redex Configuration] We say 〈s;e; f〉 is a redex configuration of program e′, written
e′D <s,e, f>, iff ` e′ : T, σ ∼ σ′, ∅;e′; ∅ →∗ s;E[e]; f . When e′ is irrelevant, we shorten it as
D <s,e, f>.
Next, let us define relations` f : σ, which says that dynamic trace f realizes static effect σ and σ′
under stores:
Definition 4.6.2 [Effect-Trace Consistency] s ` f : σ holds iff the following two conditions hold. ¶
acc(r)∈f implies pirT∈σ′; and · pirT∈σ implies acc(r)∈f .
That is, the runtime trace falls within the computed must-may effects.
4.6.1 Type Soundness
Our soundness proof is constructed through standard subject reduction and progress:
Lemma 4.6.3 (Type Preservation) If .s, s; ∅; ∅ D` e : T, σ0 ∼ σ1 and s;e; f → s′;e′; f ′, then .s′,
s′; ∅; ∅ D` e′ : T′, σ2 ∼ σ3 and T′ <: T.
Proof. The proof is by case on the reduction step applied, and by the typing derivation of s; ∅; ∅ D` e :
T, σ0 ∼ σ1. 
Lemma 4.6.4 (Progress) If s; ∅; ∅ D` e : T, σ ∼ σ′ then either e is a value, or s;e; f→s′;e′; f ′ for
some s′, e′, f ′.
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Proof. The proof is by case on the reduction step applied, and by the typing derivation of s; ∅; ∅ D` e :
T, σ ∼ σ′. 
Theorem 4.6.5 (Type Soundness) Given an expression e, if ` e : T, σ ∼ σ′, then either the evaluation
of e diverges, or there exist some s, v, and f such that ∅;e; ∅ →∗ s; v; f .
Proof. Immediately followed from Lemma 4.6.3 and Lemma 4.6.4. 
4.6.2 Query-Realize Correspondence
In this section, we establish the validity of effect closures, i.e., the passenger expression always has
the effect carried by the closure, regardless of how the closure has been passed around or stored. The
key insight for the proof is the nature of dynamic typing: given an expression e, its type and effect
depend upon the environment Γ and the types of the store s, but not the values in s. Ground expressions
do not have free variables [85], whose typings are independent of Γ. At runtime, the types in s does not
change, and all the redex expressions are ground expressions, thus the dynamic typing of an expression
is valid throughout the program.
Lemma 4.6.6 (Dynamic Typing Preservation) If s; ∅; ∅ D` e : T, σ ∼ σ′, and s;e; f→∗s′;e′; f ′ then
s′; ∅; ∅ D` e : T, σ ∼ σ′.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of steps applied. 
We can establish the uniformity of effect closure typing:
Lemma 4.6.7 (Uniform Effect Closure Typing) Given a store s, a trace f , an expression e =
E[〈e′,T, σ, σ′〉], such that D <s,e, f>, then s; ∅; ∅ D` e′ : T, σ ∼ σ′.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of reduction steps applied and Lemma 4.6.6. 
A corollary of this lemma is that the effect carried in the closure is valid throughout the entire
lifespan from its introduction (effect query) to elimination (effect realization):
Corollary 4.6.8 (Query-Realize Correspondence) Given a store s, a trace f , an expression e =
E[query e′], such that D <s,e, f>. If
s;e; f → s;E[〈e′,T, σ, σ′〉]; f →∗ s′;E′[realize 〈e′,T, σ, σ′〉]; f ′
then s; ∅; ∅ D` e′ : T, σ ∼ σ′ and s′; ∅; ∅ D` e′ : T, σ ∼ σ′.
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4.6.3 Trace Consistency
First, let us state a simple property of our trace, in that it is monotonically increasing over the
reduction sequence:
Lemma 4.6.9 (Monotone Traces) If s;e; f → s′;e′; f ′ then f ′ = f, f ′′ for some f ′′.
Proof. By the definition of the semantics and (CXT). 
Next we show that the must-effect is always a subset of the may-effect.
Lemma 4.6.10 (Normality of Double-Bounded Effects) If ` e : T, σ0 ∼ σ1, eD <s,e′, f> and
s; ∅; ∅ D` e′ : T, σ ∼ σ′ then σ ⊆ σ′.
Proof. The proof proceeds by structural induction on the derivation of s; ∅; ∅ D` e : T, σ ∼ σ′ and by
cases based on the last step in that derivation. 
The essence of refinement type for potential unsafe expression lies in the fact that through runtime
effect reflection (dynamic typing), every instance of evaluation of the T e expression in the reduction se-
quence must be “safe,” where “safety” is defined through the T refinement type given by programmers.
To be more concrete:
Definition 4.6.11 (Effect Soundness of Refinement Type) We say e is effect-sound iff for any redex
configuration such that D<s,T e, f>, T={T′, σ0 ∼ σ1|P}, s; ∅; ∅ D` e : T, σ ∼ σ′ it must hold that
T <: T′, σ0 ⊆ σ, σ′ ⊆ σ1, and P .
Effect-based soundness is a corollary of type soundness:
Corollary 4.6.12 (λfc Effect-based Soundness) If ` e : T, σ ∼ σ′, then e is effect-sound.
The above property only ensures that the dynamic effects, computed by the dynamic typing, are
sound. Our ultimate goal is to enforce, at runtime, the trace through the evaluation of e, respects the
refinement type T.
To achieve this goal, we define trace for expression:
Definition 4.6.13 (Trace from Effect Closure) We say f is a trace for expression e under store s,
written f ∝<e, s>, iff s;e; f ′ →∗ s′;v; f ′, f .
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We now define the consistency over traces:
Definition 4.6.14 (Trace Consistent) We say e is trace-consistent if for any D <s,T e, f ′>, T =
{T, σ ∼ σ′|P}, and f ∝<e, s>, then [σ\f ][σ′\f ]P holds.
To prove trace-based consistency, the crucial property we establish is:
Lemma 4.6.15 (Effect-Trace Consistency Preservation) If s; ∅; ∅ D` e : T, σ ∼ σ′ and s;e; f →∗
s′;v; f, f ′ thens′`f ′ :σσ′.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of reduction steps applied. 
Finally, we can prove the intuitive notion of soundness of first-class effects:
Theorem 4.6.16 (λfc Trace-Based Consistency) If ` e : T, σ ∼ σ′, then e is trace-consistent.
Proof. The proof is by Lemma 4.6.15 and by Definition 4.6.14. 
4.7 Related Work
We are unaware of type-and-effect systems where the (pre-evaluation) effect of an expression is
treated as a first-class citizen. The more established route is to treat the post-evaluation effect (in
our terms, trace) as a first-class value. In Leory and Pessaux [65], exceptions raised through program
execution are available to the programmers. This work has influenced many exception handling systems
such as Java, where Exception objects are also values. Bauer et al. [11] extends the first-class
exception idea and allows the programmer to annotate an arbitrary expression as effect and upon the
evaluation of that expression, control is transferred to a matching catch-like handling expression as a
first-class value. Similar designs also exist in implicit invocation and aspect-oriented systems [93]. In
general, the work cited here, albeit bearing similar terms, has a distant relationship with our work.
Bañados et al. [10] extends the idea of gradual typing [106] to develop a gradual effect system
and later Toro et al. [116] provides an implementation, which allows programmers customize effect
domains. A program element in their system may carry unknown effects, which may become grad-
ually known at runtime. Compared with these systems, effect reflection is a first-class programming
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abstraction in our system, and effect closures are first-class values. This leads to a number of unique
contributions we summarized at the beginning of this chapter.
There is a large body of work of purely static or dynamic systems for effect reasoning. Examples of
the former include Lucassen [72], Talpin et al. [113], Marino et al. [73], Task Types [62] and DPJ [16].
The latter is exemplified by TWEJava [59], and Legion [117]. Along these lines, Nielson et al. [80] is
among the most well known foundational system.
The may/must-effect duality may be unique to our system, but double-bounded types is not new.
For example, in Java generics, Type bound declarations super and extends are available for generic
type variables [31, 107], the dual bounds in the Java nominal type hierarchy. Unique to our (effect)
system is that the type checking process actively computes and tightens the bounds of effects — e.g.,
the type checking rules of branching and effect inspection — suitable for constructing a precise and
intuitive effect programming and reasoning system. The use of must-effects to enhance expressiveness
and in combination with the may-effects to enable non-monotone effect operator in our system may be
unique, but type system designers should be able to find conceptual analogies in existing systems, such
as liveness [52] and obligation [18].
The typecase-style runtime type inspection by Harper and Morrisett [57] and Crary et al. [32] is
an expressive approach to perform type analyses at runtime. Our effcase x : T where P ⇒ e expression
shares the same spirit, except that it works on effect closures. In addition, our pattern matching may be
guarded by a predicate, which on the high level can be viewed as an (unrolled/explicit) form of predicate
dispatch [44, 74]. In general, supporting expressive pattern matching has a long tradition for data types
in functional languages, with many developments in object-oriented languages as well (e.g., [1]). Our
work demonstrates how predicated pattern matching interacts with refinement types, dynamic typing,
double-bounded effect analysis, and first-class effect support.
Refinement types and their variants [29, 50, 55, 82] have received significant attention, with much
progress on their expressiveness and decidability. Effect closures in first-class effects are immutable.
This language feature significantly simplifies the design of refinement types in λfc, as the interaction
between refinement types and mutable features is known to be challenging [27]. λfc demonstrates the
opportunity of bridging predicated effect inspection and refinement types.
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4.8 Summary
We describe a new foundation for effect programming and reasoning, where effects are available
as first-class values to programmers. Our system is powered by the subtle interaction among powerful
features such as dynamic typing, double-bounded effects, polarity support in predicates, and refinement
types. We demonstrate the applications of first-class effects in designing effect-aware scheduler, data
zeroing, and version consistent software update.
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CHAPTER 5. AN EFFECT SYSTEM FOR ASYNCHRONOUS, TYPED EVENTS
Event-driven systems, or implicit invocation (II) systems, are popular because of their flexibility and
modularity benefits [45, 81, 93, 112]. In these systems, there are two major sets of modules: subjects
and handlers. Subjects dynamically announce events, and handlers are implicitly invoked when these
events are announced.
Exposing concurrency between handlers in II systems is important because it helps improve respon-
siveness and scalability [102]. Implicit concurrency between handlers can also help reconcile modu-
larity and concurrency goals [69, 89, 91]. However, implicit concurrency remains a challenge fraught
with perils such as data races [99, 102]. Data races, which compromise concurrency safety, happen
when two concurrent handlers access the same memory location and at least one of them is a write [48].
A type-and-effect system, or effect system for short, may help understand and avoid these problems
because it provides information that encodes and approximates the memory accesses of the handlers
[72, 113].
Improving the precision of purely static effect systems is a worthy direction, but looking forward,
we believe that they are unlikely to benefit II systems. Our belief is shaped by two insights. First,
the configuration of handlers is statically unknown because the decoupling mechanism in II systems
allows handlers to be oblivious [93] and typically, II systems allow handlers to be dynamically regis-
tered [99]. Second, taking the effects of all handlers as an approximation for effect analysis could be
over-conservative, as a handler will not execute until after it has registered with the announced event.
Therefore, considering the effect of a handler before it registers can be imprecise.
5.1 Asynchronous, Typed Events
In this chapter, we introduce asynchronous, typed events, ATE in short, a system that can analyze
the effects of the handlers at runtime to compensate for the conservativeness of static effect analyses.
Asynchronous, typed events build on the notion of quantified, typed events in the Ptolemy language
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[92, 93]. Ptolemy language was in turn based on the notion of crosscutting programming interfaces
(XPIs) [54, 110, 111, 119] and the unified programming model [87, 95, 96, 97]. It greatly improves
implicit concurrency. To illustrate, consider the following example:
EXAMPLE 5.1.1 (Effect inspection for implicit concurrency) In the following program, we would
like to decide whether the handlers of the event Ev can be run concurrently, when Ev is announced
at line 3. In ATE, the announcement at line 15 triggers the event handling mechanism, which will run
the two handlers r1 and r2 concurrently. The event announcement at line 17 will run r1 and r2
concurrently and, upon termination, execute w. Concurrency is improved since r1 and r2 are run
concurrently. Concurrency safety is preserved because the conflicting handler w will not run until r1
and r2 are done.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Server - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 event Ev { Number i; }
2 class Number { int val; }
3 class S { void s(Number k) { announce Ev(k); } }
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Client - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
4 class Read {
5 void reg() { register this.r with Ev; }
6 int r(Number i) { return i.val; } // read effect
7 }
8 class Write {
9 void reg() { register this.w with Ev; }
10 void w(Number i) { i.val = 1; } // write effect
11 }
12 S s = new S(); Number k = new Number();
13 Read r1 = new Read(); Read r2 = new Read();
14 r1.reg(); r2.reg();
15 s.s(k); // line 3, announce
16 Writer w = new Write(); w.reg();
17 s.s(k); // line 3, announce
Static effect systems The (tricky) concurrency decision of whether to run the handlers concur-
rently at line 3 depends on the handler configuration, i.e. which handlers are registered and in what
order, and whether their effects conflict. Due to the following reasons, a static effect system is likely
to execute all the handlers sequentially. First, the handler configuration may not be known when the
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announce expression at line 3 is compiled, due to the decoupling offered by the event type Ev [93].
Second, even if all the handlers are known (probably using a whole program analysis, a nemesis for
modularity), using the effects of all the handlers as an approximation could be overly conservative for
choosing between a concurrent execution and a serial execution. For example, the handlers of the event
Ev are r1, r2 and w. The effects of both r1 and r2 are reading i.val and the effect of w is writing
i.val, creating a read-write conflict [48]. Therefore, a serial execution has to be used at line 3.
Asynchronous, typed events The serial execution could be over-conservative because at line 15,
the conflicting handler w has not registered yet and nonconflicting handlers r1 and r2 can be run
concurrently. The root cause of the conservativeness is that the concurrency decision depends on the
handler configuration, which is not known until runtime.
This is precisely where ATE is more effective compared to existing techniques. It can analyze the
effects of the handlers at runtime, which enables precise effect computation.
Internally, ATE maintains a handler queue for each event. The queue will be mutated and expanded
with handler registrations. For instance, before the announcement at line 15, the handler queue has two
handlers, r1 and r2. Upon announcement, through dynamic typing, ATE computes the effects of each
handler in the queue — gaining highly precise runtime information. Concurrency decisions are guided
by these effects, i.e., handlers are run concurrently if the effects do not conflict, e.g., r1 and r2, or else
sequentially, e.g., r1 and w. Concurrency is improved with no loss of soundness, as r1 and r2 are run
concurrently and conflicting handler w will not run until r1 and r2 are done.
5.2 Technical Highlights
It turns out that it is challenging to integrate dynamic typing into an event-driven system that allows
handlers to register dynamically. We now explain the technical difficulties.
Intensional effect inspection At the highest level, ATE shares the philosophy with other dynamic
effect systems [59, 117]. However, these systems may not improve the concurrency for II systems
where handlers can register dynamically. The reason is that they do not inspect mutable data structures
(i.e., the mutable handler queue) and thus miss concurrency opportunities. Mechanically extending
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these systems could have undesirable consequences, because of the long-standing problem in type-and-
effect systems: reasoning about polymorphic mutable data structures is notoriously difficult [85, 113].
Consider the following example:
EXAMPLE 5.2.1 (Post inspection modification) In the example below, right before the event (Ev) an-
nouncement at line 15, there are two handlers, an instance v of Subtlety (line 13) and an instance
r of Read (line 14), in the queue for Ev. It may be tempting to conclude that r and v can be run
concurrently, because v (lines 9-10) does not have any (direct) read/write effect. A careful reader may
say that v will announce Ee and its handlers could conflict with r. Observe that the queue for Ee is
still empty. Thus, no registered handler interferes with r. So intuitively, it is “safe”.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Client2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 event Ee { Number i; }
2 class Hide {
3 void reg() { register this.h with Ee; }
4 void h(Number i) { i.val = 1; } // write effect
5 }
6 class Subtlety {
7 void reg() { register this.v with Ev; }
8 void v(Number i) {
9 Hide h = new Hide().reg(); // register hidden handler
10 announce Ee(i);
11 }
12 }
13 Subtlety v = new Subtlety().reg();
14 Read r = new Read().reg();
15 new S().s(new Number());
Although tempting, the intuition is unsound. When v executes, before announcing Ee at line 10,
it registers a handler h (line 9) for Ee — dynamically modifying the mutable handlers queue. The
announce will now execute h, which conflicts with r, causing unsafe parallelism. This contradicts our
belief that there is no conflicting handler.
The root cause of the problem is unsound reasoning about mutable handler queues and their modi-
fication post runtime effect inspection.
To solve the problem, ATE introduces two kinds of effects, namely reg for the register expression
and ann for the announce expression. The ann effect approximates the effects of potential handlers
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for the to-be-announced event. The reg effect captures the modification of handler queues and comes
with the (latent) effects [113] of the to-be-register handler, and is the effect incurred when the handler is
invoked, i.e., at event announcements. When these two effects combine, the (latent) effects of potential
handlers will also be included (detailed in §5.4), e.g., the combination of the effects of line 9 and 10 will
include the effects of h, i.e., the effects of v include the reg, ann and the write effect from h. Now,
the effects of v and r conflict and ATE runs them serially, which is desirable for concurrency safety.
Here ATE’s static and dynamic systems interact in interesting ways. Dynamic typing provides
precise effects — exploiting runtime information — allowing more concurrency opportunities. Static
typing precomputes the effects of the handlers — avoiding potential expensive effect computation at
runtime — and soundly captures the dynamic modification of the queues, via the reg and ann effects,
which is good news for reasoning about mutable queues.
Modular reasoning Next, we show an important modularity benefit of ATE’s design. Modular
reasoning about concurrency [89, 91] could be challenging, due to the well known pervasive interfer-
ence problem [7, 62, 121], defined below.
Definition 5.2.2 [Pervasive interference] Pervasive interference in a concurrent II program means that
between any two consecutive expressions of a handler h, interleaving expressions of another handler
could change the states of h and influence h’s subsequent behavior.
To illustrate, consider the following program. The handler addThenAnnounce increases the
input Number by 1 (line 3, using the standard read-increase-set expressions [121]) and announces an
event with the modified Number.
EXAMPLE 5.2.3 (Low interference density) Any two consecutive reads of the variable j at line 3
could result in two completely different integers because of the potential interference of other handlers.
This problem is manifested by adding the interference points (α) to the source program.
1 int j;
2 void addThenAnnounce (Number i) {
3 αj = iα.val; j α= jα + 1; i.val α= αj;
4 announcei Ee(i);
5 } // the less interference points, the better
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In ATE, the number of interference points is 1 (i), instead of 7 (α and i), i.e., between every consec-
utive expressions. Code that lies within any pair of interference points is a transaction or an atomic
block and thus can be reasoned about sequentially [121]. With ATE, programmers reap the benefits of
atomicity when reasoning about handlers.
In a naive extension of an II language with concurrency but without safety guarantees, programmers
must consider all other handlers to determine whether their interleavings would be harmful at every
program point. This is illustrated by all α interference points which show global reasoning is required
to analyze this program, rather than the modular reasoning we desire. Thanks to the concurrency safety
guarantees, ATE controls the interference points i to only after the announce expression, instead of
every expression.
5.3 A Calculus with Asynchronous Typed Events
The abstract syntax of our calculus that supports asynchronous, typed events is defined in Figure 5.1.
Our calculus is built on top of an imperative object-oriented calculus, and Ptolemy [30, 92, 93]. Key
language features are highlighted in blue, which support safe implicit concurrency, and in red, which
are challenging for a concurrent II language.
5.3.1 Expressions
The syntax includes conventional OO expressions. The highlight of ATE is a few interconnected
features:
Dynamic event registration The register expression registers handlers with events dynamically
(e.g., line 5 in Figure 5.1.1). As shown in Example 5.2.1, reasoning about the concurrency safety of an
II language with dynamic event registration is challenging. The tricky problem is that the concurrency
safety depends on the configuration of the handlers, which is not known until event registration at
runtime. The registration-time specialization in §5.5 solves this problem.
Implicit concurrency via event announcement The announce expression is the source of im-
plicit concurrency. At runtime, it inspects the effects of each handler and schedules nonconflicting
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prog ::= decl e program
decl ::= class c extends d {fld meth} class
| event p {form} event
fld ::= c f in ρ field
meth ::= c m(form){e} method
t ::= c | void type
form ::= c x, where x 6= this parameter
e ::= form=e;e | x | null | e.m(e) expression
| e.f | e.f=e | new c() reference
| yield e cooperation
| register this.m with p registration
| announce p(e) announcement
where
c, d ∈ C, the set of class names
p ∈ P, the set of event names
f ∈ F , the set of field names
m ∈ M, the set of method names
x ∈ {this} ∪ V, the set of variable names
ρ ∈ R, the set of region names
Figure 5.1 ATE’s Abstract Syntax.
handlers to run concurrently. Two handlers may interfere, referred to as conflicting handlers, if their
effects access the same memory location and at least one of the accesses is a write [48]. The runtime
manages the details of concurrency to relieve programmers from the burden of explicitly managing
threads and locks.
Modeling concurrency via cooperative handlers To model concurrency and rigorously prove
the properties of ATE, we introduce the yield expression to simulate cooperative handlers [3, 121]. It
may not be used in source programs but serves as an intermediate expression in the semantics (§5.5),
which is used to allow other handlers to run, i.e., a handler can explicitly yield control to other handlers.
The introduction of cooperative handlers could complicate modular reasoning due to the well known
pervasive interference problem [7, 62, 121] (see Example 5.2.3). This problem is manifested by adding
the yield expression (shown as α in Example 5.2.3), referred to as interference points, to the source
program. We will show in §5.6.5 that ATE controls and limits the interference points to only after the
announce expression, instead of every expression.
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5.3.2 Declarations
A program consists of a sequence of declarations followed by an expression, which can be thought
of as the body of a “main” method.
The event type (event) declaration facilitates the implicit invocation design style [17, 45, 81, 93,
108], whose intention is to provide a named abstraction for a set of events.
Class declarations are standard except that each field is associated with a region name [53, 72, 113],
a common way of abstracting memory locations for effect systems to reason about memory accesses.
For the examples where regions are not explicitly annotated, different region names suffice.
5.4 Type and Static Effect Computation
We now describe ATE’s type system, which computes precise effects for handlers. The dynamic
semantics (§5.5) will use these effects to determine a safe order for handler invocation and to improve
concurrency. The highlight is new effects to approximate the modification of handler queues.
5.4.1 Effects Reasoning for Mutable Handler Queue
Compared with previous work on static effect reasonings [72, 113], effects of handlers are con-
stantly changing in event-driven systems (Example 5.1.1 and 5.2.1), due to runtime event registrations.
The handlers of an event are statically unknown. To tackle the problem, ATE introduces two new ef-
fects, the announce and register effects, expressed as ann and reg. An ann effect serves as a place
holder for the concrete effects of zero or more registered handlers and is made concrete during handler
registration at runtime (§5.5).
5.4.2 Type and Effect Attributes, and Effect Interference
The type attributes used by the type system are defined in Figure 5.2. The type attributes for expres-
sions are represented as (t, σ): the type t of an expression and its effect set σ.
The interference relation is shown in Figure 5.3. Read effects do not conflict with each other. Write
effects conflict with read and write effects accessing the same region. Event registration register will
modify the event queue to append the new handler and the announce expression will read the queue
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θ ::= OK decl type
| t σ−→ t in c method type
| t, σ expression type
σ ::=  program effect
 ::= rd ρ read effect
| wr ρ write effect
| ann p announce effect
| reg p σ register effect
Π ::= x : t type environment
Figure 5.2 Type-and-effect Attributes.
to execute the registered handlers. Similar to read/write effects, reg conflicts with each other and
ann accessing the same event p.
Noninterfering Effects, σ]σ:
∅]σ σ]σ
′′ σ′]σ′′
(σ ∪ σ′)]σ′′
σ]σ′
σ′]σ
rd ρ]rd ρ′
ρ 6= ρ′
rd ρ]wr ρ′
ρ 6= ρ′
wr ρ]wr ρ′
(reg p σ/ann p)]wr/rd ρ
p 6= p′
reg p σ]ann p′
p 6= p′
reg p σ]reg p′ σ′
ann p]ann p′
Figure 5.3 Effect Noninterference.
Notations The notation t′ <: t means t′ is a subtype of t. It is the reflexive-transitive closure of
the declared subclass relationships. We state the type checking rules using a fixed class table (list of
declarations CT [60]). The typing rules for expressions use a type environment, Π, which is a finite
partial mapping from variable names x to types t.
5.4.3 Expressions
The rules for expressions are rather conventional, shown in Figure 5.4. Rules (T-GET) and (T-SET)
for store operations produce the read and write effects, respectively. We highlight the interesting rules.
The (T-YIELD) says that a yield expression has same type and effect as the expression e.
The (T-REGISTER) says that the effect of a register expression is a register effect reg associated with
the effects of the to-be-register handler, to model handler queue modification, e.g., in Example 5.2.1,
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Typing: Π ` e : t, σ
(T-YIELD)
Π ` e : t, σ
Π ` yield e : t, σ
(T-ANNOUNCE)
event p {t x} ∈ CT ∀ ti xi ∈ t x s.t. Π ` ei : t′i, σi ∧ t′i <: ti
Π ` announce p (e) :void, σunionsqann p
(T-REGISTER)
Π ` this : t, ∅ (c, t′′,m(t′ x){e}, σ) = find(t,m) event p {t x} ∈ CT ∀t ∈ t . t′ <: t
Π ` register this.m with p : t,reg p σ
(T-VAR)
Π(〈x〉) = t
Π ` 〈x〉 : t, ∅ (T-CALL)
(c1, t,m(t x){en+1}, σ) = find(c0,m) Π ` e0 : c0, σ0
(∀ ti xi ∈ t x, Π ` ei : t′i, σi ∧ t′i <: ti)
Π ` e0.m(e) : t, σ unionsq σ
(T-NEW)
isClass(c)
Π ` new c() : c, ∅
(T-NULL)
Π ` null : c, ∅
(T-DEF)
Π ` e : c′, σ c′ <: c Π⊕ {〈x〉 7→ c} ` e′ : t, σ′
Π ` c 〈x〉 = e; e′ : t, σ unionsq σ′
(T-GET)
Π ` e : c, σ type(c, f) = (ρ, t)
Π ` e.f : t, σ unionsq rd ρ
(T-SET)
Π ` e : c, σ type(c, f) = (ρ, t) Π ` e′ : t′, σ′ t′ <: t
Π ` e.f = e′ : t′, σ unionsq σ′ unionsq wr ρ
“Latent” Handler Effects and its Realization, σ unionsq σ = σ :
σ unionsq σ′ = σ ∪ σ′ ∪ { | ann p ∈ σ ∧ reg p σ′′ ∈ σ′ ∧ ∃ ∈ σ′′}
Figure 5.4 Type-and-effect Rules.
the effect of the expression at line 9 is reg Ee wr ρ, where wr ρ is the effect of h.
The (T-ANNOUNCE) says that the effects of the expression are the union of all the parameters’ ef-
fects plus one announcement effect, ann. This effect serves as a place holder which will be used by
registration-time specialization in §5.5 to fill up more precise effect information at runtime.
The communication of the effects from handler registration to a handler invocation is best viewed
in the effect operator unionsq used in the rules and defined at the bottom of Figure 5.4. Via the register
expression, the effect of a handler is put inside the reg effect while with the (T-ANNOUNCE) and unionsq,
this embedded effect is extracted from the reg effect to be exercised at the point of announcement;
effects flow from the points where handlers are registered to the points where they are invoked, e.g., in
Example 5.2.1, h will run as the result of 1) its registration at line 9 and 2) the announce at line 10.
Therefore, the effects of v include the effects of h, when combining the effects reg Ee wr ρ and ann
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Typings for Declarations:
(T-EVENT)
∀(t x) ∈ t x, isClass(t)
` event p {t x} : OK
(T-PROGRAM)
∀decl ∈ decl, ` decl : OK ` e : t, σ
` decl e : t, σ
(T-CLASS)
validF(t f , d) ∀meth ∈ meth, ` meth : t in c
` class c extends d {t f in ρ meth} : OK
(T-METHOD)
override(m, c, t
σ−→ t) ∀ti xi ∈ t x, isClass(ti) isType(t) (x : t,this : c) ` e : t′, σ t′ <: t
` t m(t x){e} : t σ−→ t in c
Auxiliary Functions:
isClass(t) if class t . . . ∈ CT
isType(t) if isClass(t) ∨ t = void
validF(t f , c) if ∀(t f) ∈ t f , isClass(t) ∧ f /∈ dom(flds(c))
flds(c) = fs if class c extends d {t f in ρ . . .} ∈ CT
∧ fs = flds(d) ∪ f 7→ρ t
Valid Method Overriding: override(m, c, t σ−→ t)
override(m, c, t
σ−→ t) if (c′, t,m(t x){e}, σ′)=find(c,m) ∧ σ⊆σ′
Method Lookup: find(c,m) = (c′, t,m(t x){e}, σ)
find(c,m)=

(c, t,m(tx){e}, σ) if class c extends d{. . .meth}∈CT
∧ (t, σ,m(t x){e}) ∈ meth
find(d,m) otherwise
Type Lookup for Field: type(c, f) = (ρ, t)
type(c, f) =

(ρ, t) if class c extends d {field . . .} ∈ CT
∧ t f in ρ ∈ field
type(d, f) otherwise
Figure 5.5 Type-and-effect Rules for Top Level Declarations.
Ee. unionsq can be viewed as a special form of effect set union ∪, which will union the effects of its LHS and
RHS, a typical way of merging the effects of subexpressions, e.g., (T-GET).
5.4.4 Top-Level Declarations
The rules for declarations are standard, shown in Figure 5.5.
The (T-METHOD) uses the function override (Figure 5.5) to check overriding, which enforces that
the effect of an overriding method is a subset of the overridden method [53].
5.5 Semantics with Effect-Guided Scheduling
Here we give a small-step operational semantics for ATE. The main novelty is to support precise
reasoning of the dynamically changing effects of handlers via registration-time specialization, dynamic
typing and the integration of the effect system with a scheduling algorithm that produces safe execution,
while improving concurrency for II programs.
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Definitions:
Σ ::= 〈ψ, µ, γ, f〉 program configuration
ψ ::= 〈e, id〉 task queue
id ::= id.id | 0 | 1 | . . . thread id
µ ::= loc 7→ [c.f 7→ρ v] store
v ::= null | loc value
γ ::= p 7→ 〈b, loc.m〉 event map
b ::= true | false boolean value
f ::= 〈id, σ〉 trace
E ::= − | E.m(e) | v.m(vEe) | E.f | E.f=e | v.f=E | t x=E; e evaluation context
| announce p(vEe) | register E.m with p
Dynamic Typing: γ, µ,Π D` e : t, σ
(γ-loc)
µ(loc) = [c.f 7→ρ v]
γ, µ,Π D` loc : c, ∅
(γ-ANNOUNCE)
Π ` announce p (e) : void, σ γ, µ,Π D` p :
〈
b, σ′
〉
γ, µ,Π D` announce p (e) : void, σ unionsq σ′
(γ-EVENT)
γ(p) =
〈
b′, loc.m
〉
b =
∧
∀σi, σj ∈ σ s.t. i 6= j s.t. σi#σj
∀loc.m ∈ loc.m . dispatch(µ, loc,m) = m(t x){e} ∧ γ, µ, x : t D` [loc/this]e : t′, σ
γ, µ,Π D` p : 〈b,unionsqσ〉
For all other (γ-*) rules, each is isomorphic to its counterpart (T-*) rule, except that every occurrence
of the judgment Π ` e : t, σ in the latter rule should be substituted with γ, µ,Π D` e : t, σ in the former.
Figure 5.6 Semantics Domains and Dynamic Typing.
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5.5.1 Domains
The small steps taken in the semantics are defined as transitions from one configuration to another.
These configurations are shown in Figure 5.6. A configuration consists of a task queue ψ, a store µ, an
event map γ and a trace f . Each reference cell in µ records an object c.F , consisting of a class name
c and a field record. A field record f 7→ρ v maps field names f to values v in region ρ. A value v may
either be null or a location loc. The map γ maps an event p to a configuration. This configuration
consists of a (mutable) queue of handlers loc.m and a boolean flag b, indicating whether the handlers
can be run concurrently.
The task queue ψ consists of an ordered list of task configurations 〈e, id〉. Each task configuration
(called simply a task) consists of the task identifier id and an expression e serving as the remaining
evaluation to be done for the task.
A trace f is the “realized effects”. It is defined as a sequence of accesses to references, with
read/write to regions and event registration and announcement. Traces are only needed to demonstrate
the soundness (§5.6), but are unnecessary in the implementation.
ATE uses a call-by-value evaluation strategy. The operator ⊕ is an overriding operator for finite
functions, i.e., if µ′ = µ ⊕ {loc 7→ o}, then µ′(loc′) = o if loc′ = loc, otherwise µ′(loc′) = µ(loc′).
The rest of this section highlights the rules for the expressions announce, register and yield.
5.5.2 Registration-Time Specialization & Dynamic Typing
The (REG) rule appends the new handler to the mutable queue p 7→ 〈b, loc.m+ loc.m〉 for event p.
Concurrency decisions can now be made because the previously unknown handlers become known. If
none of the handlers conflicts, indicated by the flag b, they can be run concurrently. Dynamic typing is
used to compute the effect of the new handler.
Dynamic typing provides more precise effects because of two reasons: 1) at runtime, the variables
of the source expression e will be substituted with values (e.g., (DEF) and (CALL)), which carries more
precise runtime information; and 2) the previously unknown handlers are known (registration-time
specialization), by inspecting the queue. Dynamic typing is defined through type derivation γ, µ,Π D`
e : t, σ in Figure 5.7, which extends static typing, defined in Figure 5.4, with one additional rule (γ-loc)
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Evaluation Relation: ψ, µ, γ, f ↪→ ψ′, µ′, γ′, f ′
(cont)〈E[e], id〉+ ψ, µ, γ, f ↪→ 〈E[yield e′], id〉+ ψ + ψ′, µ′, γ′, f + 〈id, σ〉 if e, id, µ, γ ⇒ e′, ψ′, µ′, γ′, σ
Local Reduction: eC ⇒ e′, ψ, µ′, γ′, σ, where C= id, µ, γ
(reg)register loc.m with pC ⇒ loc, ∅, µ, γ′,reg p σ if µ(loc) = [c.f 7→ρ v] ∧ find(c,m) = (. . . , σ)
∧ γ′′ = γ ⊕ {p 7→ 〈b, loc.m+ loc.m〉}
∧ γ′ = {p′ 7→
〈
b′, loc′.m′
〉
|
γ′′(p′) =
〈
b′′, loc′.m′
〉
∧ γ′′, µ, ∅
D`
p′ : 〈b′, σ〉}
(ann) announce p(v)C ⇒ e, ψ, µ, γ,ann p if γ(p) =
〈
b, loc.m
〉 ∧ ψ = 〈e, id〉
∧ e = ~join(id)
∧∀loci.mi∈ loc.m idi = id. fresh()
∧ ei=
{
dyn(µ, loci,mi, v) if b
~join(idi−1); dyn(µ, loci,mi, v) if !b
(join) ~join(id)C ⇒ e, ∅, µ, γ,join if @idi ∈ id s.t. 〈ei, idi〉 ∈ ψ ∧ e = null
(call) loc.m(v)C ⇒ e, ∅, µ, γ, ∅ if dyn(µ, loc,m, v) = e
(def ) c x = v; eC ⇒ e′, ∅, µ, γ, ∅ if e′ = [v/x]e
(new) new c()C ⇒ loc, ∅, µ′, γ, ∅ if loc /∈ dom(µ) ∧ flds(c) = f 7→ρ t
∧ µ′ = µ⊕ {loc 7→ [c.f 7→ρ null]}
(set) loc.f = vC ⇒ v, ∅, µ′, γ,wr ρ if µ′ = µ⊕ (loc 7→ [c.f 7→ρ v ⊕ (f 7→ρ v)])
(get) loc.fC ⇒ v, ∅, µ, γ, rd ρ if µ(loc) = [c.f 7→ρ v]
Cooperative Handling: ψ, µ, γ, f ↪→ ψ′, µ′, γ′, f ′
(yield) 〈〈E[yield e], id〉+ ψ, µ, γ, f〉 ↪→ 〈active(ψ + 〈E[e], id〉), µ, γ, f〉
(end) 〈〈v, id〉+ ψ, µ, γ, f〉 ↪→ 〈active(ψ), µ, γ, f〉
Figure 5.7 Operational Semantics. Auxiliary functions are defined in Figure 5.8.
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for reference loc value typing. In previous work, effects do not change at runtime. In ATE, the effects
could change due to dynamic event registration, e.g., the effects of a subject that may announce p, could
change, with more handlers registered with p. To account for this, dynamic typing inspects the handlers
in the event map γ (the (γ-EVENT) rule) and provides precise effects for the announce expressions. The
(γ-EVENT) checks for event p whether the handlers for p can be run concurrently, and what the effects
of all these handlers are. Note that the dynamic typing rule may recurse on the events when checking
an announce expression and thus the fixed point operator is used.
Note that a handler h can register (other) handlers h′ for an event p when handling an event and
later announce the event p (e.g., v in Example 5.2.1). The effects of h should include the registration,
announce effects and the effects of h′. This scenario is handled by unionsq (Figure 5.4). An alternative sound
solution will let the effects of h to conservatively be top, i.e., read/write the entire store [16].
5.5.3 Event Announcement & Safe Implicit Concurrency
The (ANN) retrieves the handlers registered for the corresponding event p. The dynamic typing used
in the register provides precise effects and analyzes whether the handlers can be run concurrently. If
their effects conflict, each handler has to wait until the completion of the previous registered handler
using the expression ~join(idi−1) to avoid concurrency errors. Otherwise, the handlers can all be run
concurrently. The announce waits for its handlers to complete.
Note that if any pair of handlers conflict, the formalism executes the handlers sequentially. A better
implementation is possible, e.g., executing nonconflicting handlers concurrently or executing a handler
as soon as all its conflicting handlers are done [59], or executing handlers with less effects before han-
dlers with more effects to promote modular reasoning [6]. These schedulings maintain concurrency
safety because conflicting handlers can never be run concurrently. There are many scheduling tech-
niques from which our work can learn, but the simplification suffices to illustrate the soundness.
The expression ~join(id) can only process after all the tasks id are done, i.e., no longer in the queue
ψ. The expression ~join is joining other handlers and known as a right mover [48], indicated by the
head symbol →. As interference points only exist after the right mover [121], announce is the only
interference points in ATE (see Example 5.2.3).
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Dynamic Dispatch, dispatch(µ, loc,m) = m(t x){e} :
dispatch(µ, loc,m) = m(t x){e} if µ(loc) = [c.f 7→ρ v]
∧ find(c,m) = (c′, t,m(t x){e}, σ)
dyn(µ, loc,m, v) = [loc/this, v/x]e if dispatch(µ, loc,m) = m(t x){e}
Cooperative Handlers Management, active(ψ) = ψ :
active(〈e, id〉+ψ)=
〈e, id〉+ ψ if e 6=
~join(id)
∨ @id′ ∈ id s.t. 〈e′, id′〉 ∈ ψ
active(ψ+〈e, τ〉) otherwise
Figure 5.8 Auxiliary Functions for the Semantics.
5.5.4 Yielding Control & Interference Points
To model concurrency, we use preemptive interleaving [121], like Abadi and Plotkin [3], i.e., the
running handlers will relinquish control (interference points) to other handlers at each step (see the
(CONT)). We will prove in §5.6.5 that, in ATE, this preemptive semantics is equivalent to the cooperative
semantics, where the only interference points appear after the announce expression.
The (YIELD) puts the current handler to the end of the queue ψ and starts the next active task from
this queue. Finding an active task is done by the function active (Figure 5.8). It returns the top most task
in ψ that can be run. A task is ready to run if it is not waiting on other tasks, i.e., not a ~join expression,
or all the tasks it is waiting on are done.
The (END) rule says that the current running task is done (it evaluates to a single value v), thus it
will be removed from the queue and the next active task will be scheduled.
5.6 Meta-Theories
We now show the key properties of ATE. The properties include the standard type soundness
(§5.6.3), liveness (§5.6.2), sequential semantics (§5.6.4) and sparse interference points (§5.6.5). In
previous works [72, 113], the exact set of concurrent tasks that will be spawned are known statically. A
technical challenge for proving the soundness of our work is that concurrent tasks spawned as a result
of an event announcement are unknown statically due to dynamic registration.
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5.6.1 Preliminary Definitions
Before we proceed, we first give some simple definitions that will be used for the rest of the section.
Definition 5.6.1 [Redex configuration] We say Σ is a redex configuration of program 〈decl〉 e, written
e D Σ, iff 〈〈e, 0〉 , ∅, ∅, ∅〉 ∗↪→ Σ. We say Σ is a proper redex configuration, written DΣ, if ∃e such that
` decl e : t, σ and eD Σ.
Definition 5.6.2 [Well-typed queue] A queue ψ is well-typed in µ and γ, written γ, µ ` ψ, if and only
if ∀ 〈e, id〉 ∈ ψ, γ, µ, ∅ D` e : t, σ for some t and σ.
Definition 5.6.3 [Well-typed event map] A handler loc.m is well-typed in µ for event p, written as
loc.m ' (µ, p), if (m(t′ x){e}) = dispatch(µ, loc,m), event p {t x} ∈ CT , (∀ ti xi ∈ t x, t′i <:
ti). An event map γ is well-typed in µ, written as µ ` γ, if ∀p ∈ dom(γ) s.t.(γ(p) =
〈
b, loc.m
〉
)⇒
(∀loc.m ∈ loc.m s.t. loc.m ' (µ, p)).
Definition 5.6.4 [Local reduction] Let two configurations Σ = 〈〈e, id〉+ ψ, µ, γ, f〉 and Σ′ =
〈〈e′, id〉+ ψ′, µ′, γ′, f ′〉. A reduction Σ ↪→∗ Σ′, is called a task local reduction, denoted as Σ Σ′, if
@e′′ s.t. Σ ↪→∗ 〈〈e′′, id〉+ ψ′′, µ′′, γ′′, f ′′〉 ↪→∗ Σ′.
Definition 5.6.5 [Well-typed configuration] A configuration Σ = 〈ψ, µ, γ, f〉 is well-typed, written as
` Σ, if γ, µ ` ψ and µ ` γ.
5.6.2 Livelock Freedom
In the semantics, ATE lets some tasks be inactive, i.e., wait for conflicting tasks to maintain con-
currency safety. We prove that at any configuration, there exists a task that is active and thus can make
progress. Intuitively, each task can only wait for its predecessor handlers, i.e., conflicting handlers that
registered earlier and its handlers if it announces an event. Such waiting relationship forms a tree, not a
circle (circular wait). Therefore, ATE is livelock free.
Definition 5.6.6 [Blocked configurations] Let a configuration Σ = 〈ψ, µ, γ, f〉. The task 〈e, id〉 in Σ
blocks, written ↑ 〈e, id〉, if e == E[ ~join(id)] and ∃ 〈e′, id′〉 ∈ ψ s.t. id′ ∈ id. Otherwise, 〈e, id〉 is
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active, written ↓〈e, id〉. A configuration Σ blocks, written ↑ Σ, if ∀ 〈e, id〉 ∈ ψ, ↑ 〈e, id〉, otherwise, Σ
can make progress, written ↓ Σ.
Theorem 5.6.7 [Liveness] If DΣ, then ↓ Σ.
Proof: The proof is by induction on the number of reduction steps (Figure 5.7) applied. 
Evaluation Relation: ψ, µ, γ, f ↪→S ψ′, µ′, γ′, f ′
(cont) 〈E[e], id〉+ ψ, µ, γ, f ↪→S 〈E[e′], id〉+ ψ + ψ′, µ′, γ′, f + 〈id, σ〉 if 〈e〉, id, µ, γ ⇒S 〈e〉′, ψ′, µ′, γ′, σ
Sequential Reduction: eC ⇒S e′, ψ, µ′, γ′, σ where C= id, µ, γ
(annS ) announce p(v)C ⇒S e, ∅, µ, γ,ann p if γ(p) =
〈
b, loc.m
〉 ∧ ∀loci.mi ∈ loc.m. dyn(µ, loci,mi, v) = ei
For all other (*S ) rules, each is isomorphic to its counterpart (*) rule, except that every occurrence of the judgment
eC ⇒ e′, ψ, µ′, γ′, σ in the latter rule should be substituted with eC ⇒S e′, ψ, µ′, γ′, σ in the former.
Figure 5.9 Sequential Semantics.
5.6.3 Type Soundness
In this section, we prove the standard type soundness. First we prove that with more items in the
store µ and event map γ, the typing of the same expression remain unchanged.
Definition 5.6.8 [Store enlargement] Let µ and µ′ be two stores. We write µl µ′, if:
1. dom(µ) ⊆ dom(µ′);
2. ∀loc∈dom(µ), if µ(loc)=[c.f 7→ρ v], then µ′(loc)=[c.f 7→ρ v′].
Lemma 5.6.9 [Store extension] If γ, µ,Π D` e : t, σ and µl µ′, then γ, µ′,Π D` e : t, σ.
Proof: The proof proceeds by structural induction on the derivation of γ, µ,Π D` e : t, σ. 
Definition 5.6.10 [Event map enlargement] Let p be an event type, γ and γ′ be two event maps. We
write γ l〈p,loc.m〉 γ′, if all the following hold:
1. dom(γ) = dom(γ′);
2. ∀p′∈dom(γ), if γ(p′)=〈b, loc.m〉, then γ′(p′)=〈b′, loc.m〉;
3. if γ(p) =
〈
b, loc.m
〉
, then γ(p) =
〈
b′, loc.m+ loc.m
〉
.
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Lemma 5.6.11 [Event map extension I] If γ, µ,Π D` e : t, σ, γ l〈p,loc.m〉 γ′, and ann p /∈ σ then
γ′, µ,Π D` e : t, σ.
Proof: The proof proceeds by structural induction on the derivation of γ, µ,Π D` e : t, σ. 
Lemma 5.6.12 [Event map extension II] If γ, µ,Π D` e : t, σ, γ l〈p,loc.m〉 γ′, µ(loc) = [c.f 7→ρ v],
find(c,m) = (. . . , σ′), and ann p ∈ σ then γ′, µ,Π D` e : t, post(σ ∪ σ′).
Proof: The proof proceeds by structural induction on the derivation of γ, µ,Π D` e : t, σ. 
Our soundness proof is constructed through standard subject reduction and progress:
Lemma 5.6.13 [Preservation] Let Σ = 〈〈e, id〉+ψ, µ, γ, f〉. If γ, µ, ∅ D` e : t, σ, Σ 
〈〈e′, id〉+ ψ′, µ′, γ′〉, then there is some t′ and σ′ such that γ′, µ′, ∅ ` e′ : t′, σ′ ∧ t′ <: t.
Proof: The proof proceeds by structural induction on the derivation of γ, µ,Π D` e : t, σ, Lemma 5.6.9,
5.6.12, and 5.6.12. 
Lemma 5.6.14 [Progress] Let Σ = 〈〈e, id〉+ ψ, µ, γ, f〉. If γ, µ, ∅ D` e : t, σ, then either e is a value
v, or Σ 〈〈e′, id〉+ ψ′, µ′, γ′〉.
Proof: By cases on the reduction step applied. 
Theorem 5.6.15 [Type Soundness] Given an expression e, ∅, ∅, ∅ D` e : t, σ, then either the evaluation
of e diverges, or there exists some µ, v, γ and f such that 〈〈e, 0〉 , ∅, ∅, ∅〉 ↪→∗ 〈〈v, 0〉 , µ, γ, f〉.
Proof: By Lemma 5.6.14 and 5.6.13. 
5.6.4 Sequential Semantics
In this section, we will prove that the execution of an ATE program (which runs nonconflicting
handlers concurrently in §5.5) is behaviorally equivalent to its sequential counterparts, where every
announce expression will execute the handlers one by one serially. First, let us define relation f ∝ σ,
which says a trace f realizes a static effect σ:
Definition 5.6.16 [Static effect contains dynamic effect] f ∝ σ holds iff ∀ 〈id, σ′〉 ∈ f . σ′ ⊆ σ.
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Evaluation Relation: ψ, µ, γ, f ↪→Y ψ′, µ′, γ′, f ′
(cont) 〈E[e], id〉+ ψ, µ, γ, f ↪→Y 〈E[e′], id〉+ ψ + ψ′, µ′, γ′, f + 〈id, σ〉 if 〈e〉, id, µ, γ ⇒Y 〈e〉′, ψ′, µ′, γ′, σ
Cooperative Reduction: eC ⇒Y e′, ψ, µ′, γ′, σ where C= id, µ, γ
(annY ) announce p(v)C ⇒Y yield e, ψ, µ, γ,ann p if announce p(v)C ⇒ e, ψ, µ, γ,ann p
For all other (*Y ) rules, each is isomorphic to its counterpart (*) rule, except that every occurrence of the judgment
eC ⇒ e′, ψ, µ′, γ′, σ in the latter rule should be substituted with eC ⇒Y e′, ψ, µ′, γ′, σ in the former.
Figure 5.10 Cooperative Semantics.
Next, we state and prove that every pair of the handlers in the queue ψ do not conflict:
Definition 5.6.17 [Noninterfering tasks] Two task 〈e, id〉 and 〈e′, id′〉 are noninterfering in µ, γ, writ-
ten γ, µD 〈e, id〉# 〈e′, id′〉, if:
1. e = ~join(id) ∧ id′ ∈ id; or e′ = ~join(id) ∧ id ∈ id;
2. or γ, µ, ∅ D` e : σ, t, γ, µ, ∅ D` e′ : σ′, t′ and σ#σ′.
Definition 5.6.18 [Noninterfering queue] A queue ψ is noninterfering in µ and γ, written γ, µ D ψ, if
∀ 〈ei, idi〉 , 〈ej , idj〉∈ψ s.t. i6=j, γ, µD 〈ei, idi〉# 〈ej , idj〉.
Lemma 5.6.19 [Noninterfering preservation] Let Σ = 〈ψ, µ, γ, f〉, and DΣ. If γ, µ D ψ, Σ ↪→ Σ′
where Σ′ = 〈ψ′, µ′, γ′, f ′〉, then γ′, µ′ D ψ′.
Proof: By cases on the reduction step and Definition 5.6.18. 
Next, we prove that the trace a handler leaves realizes its effects given by the dynamic typing:
Lemma 5.6.20 [Effect subsumption] Let Σ = 〈〈e, id〉 , µ, γ, f〉, andDΣ. If γ, µDψ, γ, µ, ∅ D` e : t, σ,
Σ Σ′ where Σ′ = 〈〈e′, id〉+ ψ′, µ′, γ′, f + f ′〉, then
(a) γ′, µ′, ∅ D` e′ : t′, σ′ ∧ (t′ <: t) ∧ (σ′ ⊆ σ);
(b) f ′ ∝ σ.
Proof: By cases on the reduction step applied. 
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Prefix, pref (id, id′) = b:
pref (id, id′) =
{
true if (id == id′) ∨ (id == id′.id′′ for some id′′)
false otherwise
Trace Projection, pi(id, f) = f :
pi(id, f) =
 ∅ if f = ∅〈id′, σ〉+ pi(id, f ′) if f = 〈id′, σ〉+ f ′ ∧ pref (id, id′)
pi(id, f ′) otherwise
Figure 5.11 Trace Projection.
Lemma 5.6.21 [Effect preservation] If Σ = 〈〈e, id〉 , µ, γ, f〉, and DΣ. If γ, µ D ψ, γ, µ, ∅ D` e : t, σ,
e 6= E[ ~join(id)], Σ ↪→∗ 〈〈v, id〉 , µ′, γ′, f ′〉 then pi(id, f ′ − f) ∝ σ.
Proof: By cases on the reduction step applied. 
With the above, we can prove that any ATE program is race free. There remains a gap between this
property and why one intuitively believes that ATE is sequentially consistent (SC). To rigorously define
the more intuitive notion of SC, let us first introduce the sequential semantics (handlers run sequentially)
of ATE, shown in Figure 5.9.
We are ready to prove that an ATE program behaves the same as its sequential counterpart:
Theorem 5.6.22 [Sequential Semantics] Given an expression e, ∅, ∅, ∅ D` e : t, σ, then either the
evaluation of e diverges in both the sequential and the parallel semantics, or there exists some µ, v, γ,
f and f ′ such that 〈〈e, 0〉 , ∅, ∅, ∅〉 ↪→∗ 〈〈v, 0〉 , µ, γ, f〉 and 〈〈e, 0〉 , ∅, ∅, ∅〉 ↪→∗
S
〈〈v, 0〉 , µ, γ, f ′〉.
Proof: By Lemma 5.6.19, 5.6.20, and 5.6.21. 
5.6.5 Modular Reasoning
In this section, we will prove that the execution of an ATE program (which has preemptive se-
mantics, i.e., yielding control to other active handlers at each step in §5.5) is behaviorally equivalent
to its cooperative counterparts: a handler will only yield after announcing an event. The cooperative
semantics is defined in Figure 5.10.
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Theorem 5.6.23 [Cooperative Semantics] Given an expression e, ∅, ∅, ∅ D` e : t, σ, then either the
evaluation of e diverges in both the cooperative and the parallel semantics, or there exists some µ, v,
γ, f and f ′ such that 〈〈e, 0〉 , ∅, ∅, ∅〉 ↪→∗ 〈〈v, 0〉 , µ, γ, f〉 and 〈〈e, 0〉 , ∅, ∅, ∅〉 ↪→∗
Y
〈〈v, 0〉 , µ, γ, f ′〉.
Proof: As proven in §5.6.4, an ATE program is data race free. Therefore, reference access is both
mover [121]. The announce expression, which forks concurrent handlers, is a left mover, and the
~join expression, which waits for its children handlers, is a right mover. Interference points only exist at
left movers [121], i.e., the announce expression. 
5.7 Related Work
Asynchronous typed events are inspired from a large body of work on events, e.g., [17, 33, 45, 46,
61, 66, 81, 83, 93, 108, 112]. This work goes beyond previous work which views events as a design
decoupling mechanisms [45, 81, 87, 88, 93, 95, 96, 97, 112] to leverage decoupling for safe concurrency.
There are plenty of works on using static effect systems to reason about safe concurrency. Earlier
work includes Lucassen [72], and Talpin et al. [113], and more recent examples such as Task Types
[62] and Bocchino et al. [16]. Compared with these works, our system uses the effects dynamically.
Effects of the handlers are computed statically by the type system, and the semantics use these effects
to compute a safe order for handler invocation at runtime.
There are several works on using effects dynamically, including TWEJava [59], and Legion [117].
In these works, effects do not change at runtime. In ATE, however, effects could change due to dynamic
event registration. ATE introduces a novel type-and-effect system to reason about mutable handler
queue, which could be challenging for the above systems.
Compared with software transactional memory (STM) and other related ideas [13] and effect mon-
itoring systems [10], our system computes the effects of the handlers by the type system. Concurrency
decisions are guided by the effects of handlers at runtime to gain precision. ATE detects potential con-
flicts before executing the handlers, while STM executes threads speculatively, and detects conflicts
afterwards. In case of conflicts, STM rolls back all the changes.
There is a large body of work on the message-passing, and the publish/subscribe paradigms in
distributed systems [67, 83, 90, 103]. These works either require programmers to manually account
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for data races, or assume disjoint address space between concurrent processes [83, 103]. ATE tackles
concurrency problems in shared-memory paradigm. It eases the burden on the programmer by allowing
modular reasoning and by providing implicit safe concurrency [89, 91].
5.8 Summary
In this chapter, we pursue the goal of unifying modular reasoning and concurrency in program de-
sign. We have developed the notion of asynchronous, typed events that are helpful for programs where
modules are decoupled using implicit-invocation design style, and where handlers can register dynam-
ically. Event announcements provide implicit concurrency. Registration-time specialization provides
precise effects analyses, which improves safe concurrency for II programs. Dynamic typing takes into
account the handlers registered to reason about the mutable handler queue. ATE facilitates modular
reasoning about concurrency safety.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we develop a new foundation for type-and-effect systems, where static effect rea-
soning is integrated with dynamic effect analyses powered by dynamic typing. Our work allows the
effects of arbitrary program expressions to be intensionally inspected and programmatically analyzed at
runtime by end-user programmers. Furthermore, this thesis promotes effects as first-class values. Pro-
grammers can pass effects across the modular boundary, store them in mutable references, and inspect
their structures at runtime to perform expressive effect analyses. Effect-guided decisions can be made
as part of the program itself.
This thesis also develops a highly precise notion of effect reasoning through dynamic typing, while
at the same time harvesting the power of static typing to retains strong type safety guarantees. We use
a differential alignment strategy to achieve efficiency in dynamic typing.
Additionally, this thesis explores the subtle interaction between static and dynamic typing and the
interaction among powerful features such as mutable data structure analyses, existential typing, dynamic
typing, runtime type test, double-bounded effects, refinement types and polarity analysis.
We describe how a precise, sound, and efficient hybrid reasoning system can be constructed, and
demonstrate its applications in effect-aware scheduling, memoization, information security, UI access
and consistent software updates.
We showcase the benefit of using hybrid effect analyses in program development by applying it to
an event-driven system to obtain safe concurrency. Event-driven systems are popular because of their
flexibility and modularity benefits. We show that the precision of the effect analysis can be improved in
event-driven systems which allow handlers to be dynamically registered and concurrency opportunities
could be obatined via dynamic typing. Our design simplifies modular reasoning about concurrency
in the event-driven system and avoids concurrency hazards. In this sense, our system unifies modular
reasoning and concurrency in program design.
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CHAPTER 7. FUTURE WORK
The techniques introduced in this thesis for intensional effects were foundational and theoretical.
We would like to investigate how we could make our system more flexible and compute more precise
effects. Overall, there are some cases where our system could still be conservative. In this chapter, we
outline areas in which we plan to do research, hoping to provide the benefits of hybrid effects analyses
to different domains of program development.
7.1 Empirical Evaluation on the Impact of Hybrid Effect Analysis
Our first venue of future work is to investigate how much impact our hybrid effect system can
have on general software systems. The Boa infrastructure [38, 41, 42, 79, 94] provides capabilities
for analyzing large-scale software repositories. We would like to use Boa to find out whether the
effects of methods of subclasses and their superclasses are different, and in what situations their effects
are different. Hybrid effect analysis is well-suited for situations where the effects of the dynamically
dispatched methods are different or unknown statically. In such cases, purely static effect analyses
are likely to be too conservative. Our system works by using dynamic typing to compensate for the
conservativeness of traditional static approaches, in addition, it precomputes the known effects and
stores them to avoid future recomputation. We would like to understand whether there are scenarios in
real world open source projects where our hybrid effect analysis could have an impact on the precision
of effect analysis.
7.2 Exploratory Study of the Design Impact of Asynchronous, Typed Events
We have already shown that asynchronous, typed events are very useful in obtaining safe concur-
rency for event-driven systems. In the future, we would like to conduct an exploratory study in a manner
similar to Dyer et al.’s work [39, 40] to examine the design impact of asynchronous, typed events.
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7.3 Effect Analysis on Mutable Data Structure
In the future, we would like to improve the flexibility of our system by allowing effect analysis
and inspection on mutable data structures. In this thesis, we show the difficulty and subtlety involved
in applying effect analyses on mutable data structures. We provide a solution in a simple case for an
event-driven system, successfully obtaining safe concurrency, which could be difficult for both static
and dynamic effect systems. We would like to formalize a general solution to tackle this notoriously
challenging problem. Our initial idea is that new kinds of effects maybe needed, for example, effects
similar to the announcement and registration effects. We would also like to measure the efficiency of
our approach by analyzing the potential overhead introduced by the dynamic part of our system and by
verifying the performance gains obtained, such as speedup and throughput.
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